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INTRODUCTION

From  the  literary  renaissance  of  the  late  nineteenth  century  to  the  politically  engaged  cinema  of
today,  cultural  development  in  the  Middle  East has been  closely  linked  to  political  struggle.  In  this
issue,  we  begin  to  explore  the  politics  of  culture,  focussing  especially  on  the  two  dramatic  arts-
cinema  and  theater.  In  future  issues  we will  consider other elements of culture including literature,
language,  graphic  arts,  music  and  other  oral  traditions, as well  as the interface between culture and
idcolo9y.

Guy   Hennebelle's essay on  Arab cinema gives us a sense of the partial awakening of this cultural
form  under the inspiration and shock of the great struggles of the day.  Ken Whittingham's article on
Egyptian  theater  complements  Hennebelle's  by providing a longer historical  perspective on an older
art form and a more detailed analysis of par(icular contemporary examples.

Two  short  pieces  are  included:  Lofti  Maherzi's essay contrasts with  Hennebelle's by  providing a
critical  view  of  AIgerian  cultural  production.  The  interview with  Palestinian  film  makers  provides a
sense  of  urgency  to  the  political  struggles  in  determining  the  content of their cinema art-a classic
case of the tension between propeganda and art.
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L%`-4b   C:{nem4
by  Guy   Hennebelle

In  the  piece  that  follows  French  film  critic  Guy  Hennebelle
provides a summary of the development of cinema in the Arab
world.  Extracted  from  a  boole  on  Third  World  cinema.  this
piece  is  necessarily  schemLitic.  Nonetheless  it  is  an  excellent
oueruiew of Arab cinematic  history. In theoretical sectiorrs u)e
are  not  able  to  include here, Hennebelle discusses  the  role of
cinema  in contemporary  imperialism. The domination of pro-
duction  and  distribution  by  American  Hollyu)ood companies
parallels  in  the cultural-ideological sphere the imperialist hege-
mony of American capital.

Cinematic  production  in  the  Arab  u)orld. Hennebelle ar-
gues, has  been held  bacle  by  the  traumatic  effects of colonial-
ism.  One  of the most lasting and pernicious results of colonial-
ism u)as a rejection of Arab culture  by  the intellectuals. They
became corwinced that only  an imitation of the culture of the
colonizers would overcome national decline and ba;ckwardness.
The  result  u)as  a  shallou)  and  imitative  cultural  production.

Unable   to   propose   an   effective   political  response   to
colonialism,  Arab  film  makers  inclined to exaggerated Holly-
uiood  devices. They preyed upon the  oppression felt  by  their
audiences  by  offering  escapism,  catharsis  and  other  types of
emotiorial  compensation.  The  dominLint  filmic  forrrt  was  the
rorriantic, tear-jerking melodramLi.

This situation, Hennebelle argues. u)as transformed by the
great  political  turning points  of contemporary  Arab history:
the  Egyptian  revolution  of  1952,  the  defeat  at the hands of
Israel   in   1967`  the  Palestinian  resistance.  and  the  Algerian
liberation struggle.

The coup d'etat of the Free Officers  ushered in the Nas-
serite  revolution  in  1952. The decadent rule of a feudalism in
the pay  of English imperia)ism and incamated by King Farouk
was  replaced  by  the  mle  of a  nationalist  bureaucratic  bour-
geoisie represented by the fuis (the President).`The   influence   of   the   new   regime  s.mowed   itself  very

rapidly" wrote the critic Samir Farid in a remarkable study on
"The   six   generations  of  Egyptian  cinema."1   The  trend  of
`social realism' foreshadowed by Kamal Selim in the 1940s, re-

appeared. It was developed in more and more films which were
increasingly serious, notably  in a series of films by Salah Abou
Seif which  began with Master Hassan  in  1952. This rilm evok-
ed  class  struggle  among  the  population  of Cairo through the
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symbolism  of  a  small   bridge  linking  the  popular  quarter  of
Boulak  to the residential  quarter of Zamalek. The best-known
of the other films of this series (which can be called neorealist)
were  The  Muscleman  (\957)  and Beginning and End  (1960).
The  first unmasked the nature of capitalist power and denoun-
ced  the  way   in   which   it  was  exercised  in  the  marketplace.
while  the  second  is  the best expression  of the contradictions
and  crises  of  the  Egyptian  petit-bourgeoisie.  This  latter  film
was adapted  from a novel  by  Naguib Mahfouz who also wrote
the scenario of The Musc/Oman and had a hand in other `socia]
realism'  films  by  Salah  Abou  Seif. The  `social realism' current
reached   its   height   with   Youssef  Shahine's  Heaven  a/  HeJ/
(1953)    and Tewfik Salah's SfroiggJe a/ Heroes  (1962), which
both  dealt  with  the  situation  in  villages  under  the  yoke  of
feudalism,   as   well   as  Halim  Barakat's  Song  of  the  Cur/ez~
(1959)-from  a  novel  by  Taha  Hussein-which  exposed  "the
immobilism of traditions in Upper Egypt."

The influence of the  1952 revolution  extended into com-
mercial productions but as Tewfik Salah notes:

If dance and song became less important, this was often
to the.advantage of melodrama. It can be said that in
this period out of forty  full length films a year there
were at least thirtysix melodramas. Their presence
was neither fortuitous nor their function innocent :
they constituted an echo to the famous speeches of
Gama] Abdel Nasser. All this was a result of an ex-
tremely clever policy ! Perhaps the new government
was sincere when it announced its desire to change the
cinema, biit it did such foolish things that the people,
the public. did not change ....

`Egyptian   neorealism'   was  distantly  inspired  by   Italian

neorealism*  (compare  the style of Barakat's SI.n made in 1965
with  that  of de S:ca's  films), but it was not as coherent. The
films it inspired were far fewer and real masterpieces were rare.

*In  Afrlque-ASI..  no. 52. Salah  Abou  Self  expresses a  dlffor®nt  oplnlon:
•.I   don.t   thlnk   that   n®or®allsm   ln   Egypt  was  the  frult   of   ltallan   ln-
fluonc®.  In  fact.  trils  styl®  was  alr®ady  begun  ln  tn®  fllm  Tl.e  Wish  (AI
Azlm.)  wrilch  Kamal  Sellm  made  ln  1939 and of wlilcli  I  was proclucer
and asslstant.  In addltlon,  I  romembor very well  triat  Kamal  Sellm sold a
certaln  Stolof  tli®  synopsls of a  fllm wnlch  related the mlsadvontures of
a  poor  man  who  had  lost a cow wlilcri  was hls only br®aclwlnner.  In  my
vlow   lt  was  thls  synopsls  wrilch   formed  the  basls  of  tn®  fllm  Blcycle
Trilef  triat  d®  Slca  made  ln  ltaly  ln  1948. The cow was r®plac®d  by  the
blcycl®,   glv®n   the   dlff®r®nc®   between   Egypt   and   Italy.   I   could   glve
other  ®xampl®s:   lt   ls  clear  tr`at  L.  Stld.  of  Francosco   Posl,  made  ln
1958.  was  lnsplr®d  by  a  sconarlo  analogous  to  that  of  Trie  MIJseleman
wnlcn  was  sliown  at  the  Berlln  Festlval. Trie dramatlc moments are the
same.   only   the   characters   have  boon  changed.'.  ln  concluslon,  Salah
Abou    S®If    trilnks   that   neor®allsm   corresponds   to   a   more   general
moment of cln®ma througriout  the world.



The  reason  for this half-success and  half-failure (however you
like  to  look at it)  are  two: on the one hand, as Youssef Sha-
hine himself states,2  the political formation of film makers left
much  to be desired; on the other hand, the regime was not dis-
posed  to  tolerate  a  candid  analysis of its social  nature (most
critical   films  took  their  subject  from  the  time  of  Farouk).

During  this  period  Tewfik  Salah  had  the most advanced
ideas  and  showed   the  most  grim  intransigence.  In  1955.  in
Sfree! of Madmen  he  tried  to break radically  with the archaic
or  rigid  forms  of  traditional  Egyptian  cinema,  but  it  was  a
total  failure commercially. His example shows the difficulty of
forming  a  political  and  artistic  avant-garde  when  the  regime
thwarts  efforts  at  a  dialogue  with  the masses. Tewfik Salah's
1967  film  7lhe  Rebc/s  is  a  masterly  fable  bating  the  contra-
dictions of Nasserism.  He  even  foretold. with  astonishing  pre.
monition,  the  defeat  of  1967. In certain  ways, this merciless
film  (which  was unfortunately  mutilated by  the censor) is the
equivalent  at  the  level  of  fiction  of Hour a/ tfte Fttmaces  (a
film on Argentina and Peronism).

THE  DEFEAT  OF  1967

Under Nasser the  Egyptian  intelligentsia was for the most part
sunk in  populism,  folklore and  money  making. To be radical,
said Marx, is to get to the root of things. However, those who
were  in  charge  of the  fate  of Egyptian  culture  refused  to see
the  arrival  of "the  night of counting the years." the  essential
meaning  of  the  alternative  title  of  Shadi  Abdel  Salam's  Tlfae
M«mmy.  For  a  long  time  they  were reassured  with  evasions.
But  the  night  came   brutally  one  June   5,  1967.  Then  with
much  beating  of  war  drums,  radios  across  the  Arab  world,
from the  Atlantic  to  the Gulf,  from the Maghreb to the Mash.
rek boomed out: "This moming, Israel supported by American
imperialism  attacked  the  Arab  nation."  Alas,  after  the  out-
bursts  of rage and  despite a leap in self-respect came  the bel-
lows of anguish  and then  the depression of humiliation. After
the   lies   and   the  blusterings,  came   the  stunned  awakening.

This  national  drama  led  to  an  examination  by  the most
sincere and infomed  intellectuals. They questioned. they ana-
lyzed.  An  Association  of New Cinema (Gamo'af a/ cinema a/
gedida) was formed i\round the Review of Angry Young Men.
This  current  was sometimes also called  `chabob  cihema'  (cha-
bab  =  young  people).  In  1968  this  group  of  40 to 400  film
makers,  technicians,  crities  and  artists  in  general  published a
manifesto  which  laid  out  the  orientations  of  the movement.

TOWARDS  A  `CHABAB  CINEMA?

At  the  Damascus  film  festival  in  1972 several  representatives
of  Gama'af  a/  ci.nema  aJ  gedl.dr   told  me  about  their  aims:

`The   1952  generation   had  its  merits.  It  took  risks  and

tried  to  give  Egyptian  cinema a  new direction. But it was mis-
taken  to act  in an  unorganized fashion. Everyone struggled on
their  own.  The  only  thing they  snared  was.  .  .  repression.  As
for  us. we  feel  the need to  work collectively. Compared  with
our elders, we are also more interested  in  the political  factor.
We  know  that we need to start with  a correct analysis of the
situation  of  our  society.  We  are  trying  to  define  clear  posi-
tions. With  other groups we are posing the fundamental prob-
lem  of  American  imperialism,  essential  support  of  Zionism.
Out  of  these  interpretations and  this research was born what
we  call  `the  1968  manifesto.' There we  denounce  the  hybrid
character and absence  of real  personality  in Egyptian  cinema.
We call  for the emergence of a new cinema with deep roots in
contemporary Egypt. It is necessary to establish a real dialogue
within  Egyptian  culture  in  order to create  new  forms.  Forms
which  will  not  be  forever  copied  from  foreign  examples.  We
have  for too long sought to imitate the West. Our position is a
position of stniggle founded on a series of refusals: a refusal of
the   former   direction  of  Eevptian  cinema,  a  refusal  of  old
methods,  a  refusal  of compromises.  What  we  want  is  to  re-
awaken  the  public and  bring it to share our fight. To this end,

The Wlsh
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we call  on  film makers  for the  present not to fall back on un.
necessarily  complicated  forms  of expression.  It is not a  posi.
lion   of  principle   but  a  tactical  position  based  on  the  im-
mediate circumstances in which we find ourselves.

"We  have  arrived  at  a  position  of  combatting  three  er-

roneous tendencies in `modemist' Egyptian cinema:

Gratuitous  aestheticism:  this is one of the  forms of recupera-
tion by the system. Certain people, such as Mamdouh Choukry
in  TAe  J7/USJ.oms  a/ I,oL/e  (1969)  have  made  films  which  were
beautiful  but devoid of content.  These  films are built around
an  individual's drama  through  which the  film  maker describes
Egyptian  society  and  its  failings:  in  fact the satire is superfi-
cial. Pretending to work at two levels, this type of cinema is ul-
timately neither truely social nor truely intimate.

Mediocrity of form:  as opposed to art for art's sake which in
fofo  is  what  the  first  tehdency  amounts to, another line has
appeared  which.  under  the  pretext  of   attaching importance
only  to content, underestimates form. That is the mistake Sha-
fik   Shamia   for   example   made   in   A#   A/fai.r   of  jJonor.

Prostitution  of great themes:  this third  tendency  is   found  in
the  film  makers of the  preceding generation  in particular who
tried  to  deal   with  Egypt's  problems  by  treating  them  in  a
superficial  manner. Their hidden intention was to convince the
people  that,  ultimately,  the defeat at the hands of Israel and
the  underdevelopment of the country were natural evils about
which  they could  do  nothing. Two films are typical of this de-
ceitful  method:  7lfte Fear by  Said Marzouk and Gossi.p on lhe
Jvi./e  by  Hussein  Kamal  (which  unfortunately  was a great suc-
cess:  spoilt and  frustrated,  the  public was easily  satisfied by a
false  settling  of  accounts,  and   by  pin-pricks  of  no  real  im-
portance).   These   films   serve   as  safety  valves  because  they
create only a partial awakening.

"To  defeat  the liquidation of the public sector (as much

as  possible)   we  proposed  coproduction  with  the  state.  Two
films appeared  as a result of this:  Sing}.ng on  the Rood by Ali
Abdel   Khalek  and  Shadotos  on   the  Other  Ban fa  by  Ghaleb
Chaas.  At  the level  of principles we started with the view that
fom  and  content  are  dialectically  linked.  We  believe  that  a
new content determines equally  new forms. However we can't
define  exactly  this  new  aesthetic  we  are  calling  for  in  Arab
cinema  in  general  and  Egyptian cinema in particular. It is only
a posterfori that  we can  analyze  the impact of a  new content
on  form.  What  needs  underlining  is  that our action  is  taking
place  within  the  context of a  much  larger awakening of con-
sciousness   in   Egyptian   society. ,We   believe  ourselves  to  be
answerable  to  the  people  who deserve something better than
the  opium-cinema  they  have  been  intoxicated  with  up  until
now.„

In  1974,  Egyptian  `chabab  cinema'  was  richer  in  poten-
tiality  than  in  actual  results. The regime  of Anwar Sadat has
dismantled Gama 'af a/ cinerrza a/ gedz.dr. Its members were pre.
occupied  with  two  main  themes:  analyzing  the causes of the
June  1967  defeat, and  the defense and  depiction of the Pales-
tinian  cause.  They  did  not please  those in  power.  As a result
efforts   were   made   to   limit   the   distribution   of  A]i  Abdel
Khal.ek's  film  Singring  on  the Jioad which  showed a  far-from-
complacent  Egypt before  the  third Arab-Israeli  war. The  film
was  makeshift  at  the  aesthetic  level  but  it  at  least  had  the
merit  of  broaching this crucial  problem  of complacency.  Tlfee
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Datun  Vi.s!.tor  by  Mamdouh  Choukry, a somewhat oversubtle
parable  on  the role of the police, was equally  disliked  by  the
authorities.

Youssef  Shahine's 7lhe Sparrou;  makes a penetrating ana.
]ysis of the way  in  which  the Egyptian  people were  fooled in
1967  by  the ruling class of feudal relics and bureaucrats from
the  state  bourgeoisie.  He  was  violently  criticized  by  certain
sections of the press who, as usual. accused him of being in the
pay of foreigners.

The new Egyptian cinema  remains dominated  to this day
by  the  Solitary  grandeur  of  Shaid Abde]  Salam's masterpiece
F»e Mummy. This spellbinding tale   has the charming beauty
of a  popular story.  It is an admirable work which for the first
time  analyzes  the  relation  between  Pharionic civilization  and
Arab   civilization,   through   historical   anecdote.   It   is  also  a
profound  reflection  on  the  destiny  of  a national  culture  too
long buried in  underdeve]opment, as well as an invitation (not
without some idealism for the author is not a M.arxist) to a cut.
tural  revolution.  This  progressive  interpretation  is  not,  how-
ever, shared by all Egyptian critics.

Whatever  the  outcome  of  the  fourth  Arab.Israeli  war of
1973  (a  comedian  called  it  "the  best  melodrama  in  Egyptian
cinema"), it  is doubtful  whether the conditions  for a cultural
blooming will  be  present  in  Egypt  for some  time. However, it
seems  that  the  elements  of  an avant-garde exist. It would be
surprising  if  they  do  not end  up breaking taboos and  restric-
tions.



THE  PALESTINIAN  RESISTANCE

The  theme of the Palestinian  resistance has obsessed Arab cin.
ema  since  1948.  But the  more than  twenty  Egyptian  or Leb.
anese  full-length   films  devoted  to  the  subject  are  nearly  all
wretched   as   they  were  meant  to  be  commercial  successes.

Since  1967 and  "the fortunate defeat" (an  audacious ex-
pression of Anouar Abdel Malek in 1¢ Pe"see Arabe Confem-
poxpl.ne),   the  Palestinian  resistance  has  been  disruptive  in  a
positive  way,  a  factor of hope, and a visible element  in  Arab
cinema.

In  1967  in  Syria,  Tewfik  Salah  made  The Dzfpes. It was
adapted  from  a  novel  by  Ghassan  Kanafani.  a spokesman of
the   Popular   Front   for   the   Liberation  of  Palestine  (PFLP)
who  was killed in  1972 when his  boobytrapped car exploded
in  Beirut. Through the allegorical story of the attempt of three
impoverished  Palestinians  to  get into Kuwait. the  false eldor-
ado, it vlru]ently  denounces the betrayal of Arab governments
and  the  inability  of  the  leadership  of  the  resistance  to  give
the   struggle   a   correct  strategy.   The   book   was   written   in
1965  when the Palestinian resistance appeared to be definitive.
Iy destroyed., thus  the  film suffers  from a certain political dis-
tortion. but it has, even today, great merit as a waning "for all

the  people  of  the  Third  World  in  general,"  as  Tewfik  Salah
notes.

Around 1968. on the other hand. groups such as AI Fateh,
the PFLP, and the PDFLP began  making short agit-prop films
like  those  made  by  the  Vietnamese  NLF. Tliere were several
dozen of these.

In  1972 an Association of Palestinian Cinema was formed
with  the aim  of bringing together film makers attached to one
or another of the movements who until then had been working
separately. It was inspired in particular by the film maker Mus-
tapha Abu Ali and the critic Hassan Abu Ghanima. It proposed
channeling the energies of all  Arab  film makers, Pale§tinian or
not, who were working to depict the Pa]estinian cause.

This   association  published  a  manifesto  which  analyzed
and denounced the mediocrity of Arab cinema:

The Arab cinema has for too long delighted in deal-
ing with subjects having no connection to reality or
dealing with it in a superficial rn&nner. Based on stereo-
types, this approach has created detestable habits
among the Arab viewers for whom the cinema has be-
come a kind of opium. It has led the public away from
the real problems, dimming its lucidity and conscience.

At times throughout the history of Arab cinema, of
course. there have been serious attempts to express

INTERVIEW  WITH  PALESTINIAN  CINEMA  ASSOCIATION

How do you see the role of cinema today?

When one observes  the current situation of the cinema, one
notices  first  that  is  dominated  by   the  American  cirlemLI
which  has  imposed  on  the  whole  world  its  aesthetics.  its
genres  and  its  heroes.  In  other countries  as  u)ell,  such  as
Italy,   West   Germany   and   France,   one  sees  clearly   that
cinema  is  employed  in  servitude  to  the  capitalist  mono-
polies. And tl.ese are the cinemas that for the most part in-
undate  Africa.  Asia and  lntin America u)ith their produc-
tion. Most of the Western films distributed in our countries
have noxious effects because they generally  exalt Violence,
crime.  sex.  etc.  Progressive  films  exist  but  they  are  less
numerous.

What  do  you  see  as  the nature and  tasks of revolutionary
cinema today?

As  regards  the  nature  of revolutionary  cinematic u)orb. it
could be a question of a film which responds to the imme-
diate  needs  of  the  current  situation  or  it  could  be a film
which  complies  with  a  more  long-range  strategy.  But  in
both cases the criterion must be its utility.

From  another  point  of  View.  revolutionary   cinema
must meet four requirements:

-The justness of the inspiration-the film maker must
obey  the reuolutiorary ideology and devote I.imself to put-
ting it into practice.

-The  subject  must  be  treated seriously-toward  this
end  one   must  resolue  to  put  an  end  to  the  traditior.al
methods  of  Hollyu)ood  cinema  and  to  substitue for them
methods  achpted  to the needs of tl.e people in struggle in
order to express as accurately as possible their hopes and as-
pirations.

-The  message  must be transmitted correctly-the lan-

gunge  must  be simple,  the aesthetic clear; one must refuse
cinematic  extrai)agances and stylistic pyrotechnics. General-
ly,  one  must  avoid complications  and  strive for clarity so
that  the  nru2sses  will  understand the revolutionary content
of the film. One must examine closely  the question of the
relation betu)een the film and the masses, starting from the
actual conception which people have of cinema in order to
change  it.  Currently.  .  .the  cinema  in  its  totality  exerts a
negative   influence.   Why?   Because   it   is  considered  as  a
pastime.  even  an  opium.  a  drug.  It  is  only  with  the  ex-
changes  betu)een the rnnsses and the film-makers that a new
conception of cinema will be established.

-The  mission  of revolutionary cinema must above all
be  to  treat  the  local  and  most  crucial  problems,  dealing
with  the living reality  in all its dimeusioasxpolitical, social,
economic   and   cultural.   The  description  of  this  reality
should also unveil the profound and fundamental causes of
the ills from which the people suffer and clearly define and
condemn  those  responsible.  Finally,  one  must  exhort  the
masses to change that which doesn't work.

In  this perspective, revolutionary film-makers, whoever
they are. must not forget that the main target must be the
military, economic and cultural imperialism  uihich eusLaues
and   plunders   Africa,  Asia  and  liatin   America.  The  ig-
norance. poverty and underdeuelopment of these areas lone
their origins in the politics of imperialism.

It goes u)ithout saying that we are looking for contact
u)ith  all  foreigrl  friends  in  order to discuss these problems
and,  together,  to  define  a  new.  type  of cinema  in  all  the
countries  of  the world. but principally  in the Third World
which  needs to liberate itself from. the cultural euslauement
of Western imperialism. We u)ant a popular cinema in which
the people find themselves in the process of making history.
Source..   a.iTieaste, uol. 6. no. 3.
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the reality of our world and its problematic. but they
have been rapidly smothered by the supporters of
reaction who fought ferociously against any emergence
of a new cinerru.

While recognizing the concern of those attempts, it
should  nevertheless  be  made  clear  that  in  terms  of con-
tent they were usually poorly developed and on a formal
level were aJw&ys inadequate. It seemed one could never
escape the cumbersome heritage of the conventional
cinema.

The defeat of June '67, however, was a jarring experi-
ence and it raised Some fundamental questions. 'I'here
also appeared, at long last, young talents committed to
creating a completely new cinema in the Arab world,
film-makers convinced that a complete change must
affect the form as well is the content.

These new films raise questions about the reasons
for our defeat and take courageous stands in favor
of the resistance. It is important, in fact, to develop
a Pa)estinian cinema capable of supporting with dig-
nity the Struggle of our people, revealing the actual
facts of our situation and describing the stages of our
Arab and Palestinian struggle to liberate our land...

The  Association  of  Palestinian  Cinema,  which  was  suc-
ceeded  by  Palestine  Films  in  1974,  could  be  a  determinant
pole   in  the  evolution  of  Arab  cinema.   By  questioning  the
existence   of  lsmel,   the   Palestinian   issue   is   a  fundamental
dimension  of  the  contemporary  Arab  world, as much  from a
political  point  of view  as  from a cu]tura]  point of view.  It is
the  present  symbol  (just  as  the Algerian  war was previously)
of the  uncertainties and anguishes of a hundred million Arabs,
the  inheritors  of  a civilization which at its height was one of
the  most  advanced.  Will  they  wipe  out  all  the  traces  of ag-
gression  they  have  undergone  during  their long night of dec.
adence,   leave   their  seats  where  they  watch,  impotent,  the
representation of History, and become once again autonomous
actors  on  the  world  scene?  This is the question that is being
raised by all artists, including film makers.

Lebanon   Long  burdened  by  the bad example of Egypt for
years,  Lebanese  cinema  (born  in  ]930)  has  been  questioning
the  nature  of its  some 150 full length  films. This questioning
began   with   the   aborted   neorea]i§t   experiment  of  Georges
Nasser's  two  films  made  in  ]958:   in  Toi{^ard  the  UnAnozun
and   T7Ie  LI.£f/e  Sfronger.  A  young  team  of  filmmakers  de-
nounced   the   cosmopolitanism   and  the  comprador  mentali-
ty  of  the  I.ebanese  bourgeoisie.  Borhan Alaouye, maker of a
great  and beautiful  film  on Kafr Kassem  (a Palestinian village
whose  inhabitants  were  massacred  by  Zionists  in  1956)  de-
clared:  "It  i§  the Palestinian struggle, avantgarde of the Arab
liberation   movement.  that  has  led  me  to  make  committed
films   (cl.rzema   engage)."  Christian  Ghazi,  director  of  a  full
length   but  little   known   film   also  devoted  to  Palestine,  A
Hundred  Faces  For  One  I)ay,  expressed  him§e]f  in  a  similar
vein.

Syria  ln  1968  Syrian  cinema  took  a positive turn under the
prompting  of  Hamid  Merai  who  as director of the state  firm
has  produced  films linked  to problems of the Palestinian and
Arab cause.  In addition to Tewrik Salah's T7ze Dzfpes mention-
ed  above,  he  produced  Men  I.n  the  Sun  by  Nabi]e  el  Maleh,
Marouane  al  Mouazene  and  Mohamed Chchine, 7Yze Leopard
by Nabile el Maleh, Tlfte Man by Faycal Yasri. ro the Last Man
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Kafr Kasiem

by  Amine el  Bounni, EJ  yazer/i. by Kaiss Zoubaidi, and in par-
`.\®ular  Oman  Anriitalay's  Euerydey  Life  in a  Syrian  Village, a\
virulent  questioning  of  the  Baathist regime by a Marxist ri]m
maker.

Iraq  and  Kuwait Iraqi   cinema   is   still   finding   its   way.
KhaJi]  Shawki  attempted  an  uncertain  neorealist  experiment
in  1966  with  T»e JVI.ghf  Watchman. Tewfik Salah's teaching at
the  Cinema  Institute  in  Baghdad  will   perhaps  bear  fruit  in
the future.

It was in  Kuwait  that young talent such as Khaled es Sed.
dik  emerged.  Tfte  Crme/ Sea  (1971),  the  story  of a pearl fisher,
shows the living conditions of the inhabitants of this country
before  the discovery of petrol. The  film has great quality des.
pite  an  ideological  perspective  that  is  limited  and  even  dis-
putable.

The Arabian Peninsula ln  the  south  of  the  Arabian  Pen-
insula   the   first   Arab   Marxist-Leninist   national   liberation
movement  has  arisen:  the  People's  Front  for  the  Liberation
of  Oman  (PFLO). Heiny Sfour, a Lebanese  film maker, went
there  in  1972  to  make  an  hour long documentary  called  Trfee
J7o«r  a/ Li.berofz.on Aas Sounded, which  is the first Arab film
to be guided by Marxist-Leninist ideology:

What interested me was the radical character of the
PFLO's struggle, as radical as th.t of the Vietnamese.
It Seemed exemplary to me. As an Arab woman. I was
excited by the fact that this revolution put forward
the principle that there could be no true liberation for
men without a conjoint and Simultaneous liberation of
women. My film i8 centered on two main points: the
importance of . correct line for leading a successful
national and social revolution, and the importance of
the complete emancipation of women for that revo-
lution to .chieve its full me.ming.

The  quality  of the  rilm  lies  particularly  in  the fact that
Heiny  Srour  was  able  to  combine  a  very  clear  and coherent
political  didacticism with a human feeling that gave the work a
remarkable tone and feeling.



THE  MAGHREB

Algeria:   National   Liberation   Strugde  to  Agrarian
Revolution  Although   the  Maghreb   is  different  from  the
Mashrek,  it  is  undoubtedly  part  of  the  sane  Arab  world.  In
this region,  Algeria  is  dominant in  cinema  because its socialist
orientation  facilitates the establishment of suitable structures.

It  was  the  war  of national liberation  (lasting seven years
with  a million dead)  which  gave Algerian  film makers the de.
cisive  ideological  impetus.  During the  first  stage  which  lasted
ten years (from  1962 to 1972), they brought to the screen the
most outstanding facts of the heroic deed of liberation during
which   the  people  sacrificed   1097o  of  their  population.   `War
cinema'   6r   moz/djaAf.d   cinema   has   come   prestigious  titles:
Wind  from  the  Aures  by  Lakhdal-Ham.rna,  The Battle of Al-
gr.ers  by  Gillo  Pontecorvo  and  produced by Yasef Saadi, fYze
DauLln  of  the  Damned  by  Ahmed  Rachedi, 77!e  Way  by  Slim
Riad, Ten  years of HeJ/, a collective work ....

Moud/.aftl.d cinema  indisputably  gave to  Algeria  rllms of a
quality  rivaling international  productions.  Aesthetically, how-
ever,  it  was heteroclite. There is little originality in ehe mJ.se cn
scene,  which  was strongly  influenced by  foreign examples.  In
particular. films often  fell  into the  trap of imitating the west-
em  or adventure  film  (e.g.. Op!.I.in and  the Sfz.cA  by  Rachedi.
Night Fears  the Sun by Mustapha Balde, The Outlaws by Tow-
fik Fares, December by Lakhdar-Hamina).

In  the  shadows  of  this  first  generation  there  were other
slightly  younger  film makers, who noted that the political aha-
lysis of certain films left a lot to be desired. They deplored the
practice  of  big  budgets  and  the  absolute  monopoly  of  the
theme  of the  war of liberation. They wanted to make films on
contemporary  Algerian  reality.  They  repeated  that  the  con-
quest  of  national  indpendence  was  not  the  end  of the road,
but  that  it was necessary to go forward to social and economic
liberation.

Would  the war film become a lullaby, like it has in certain
East European countries?

Mostefa  Lacheraf,  a  theoretician  and  author  of  the  re-
markable  work. A/gerz.a.  Jvafz.on  and  SocJ.edy,  waned  of  this
danger in 1970 at a colloqy in Tunisia:

Heroism in its individual and destructive conception
and its frequently gratuitous and romantic finality is
increasingly invading the Maghrebin literary (cinem.to-
graphic) space. This tendency perpetuates an anachronistic
nationalism which diverts people from new realities and
the struggle necessary to transform society on a concrete
basis. Its pseudo-patriotic exploitation is deliber.tely.
or near)y so, a distraction with no end result proposed
for intellectuals and workers by the new commercial and
exploiting bourgeoisie.

The  launching of the agrarian revolution  on  November 8,
1971,  allowed  AIgerian  cinema  to  enter  a  new  phase:  dy.I.di.d
(new) cinema.  In January  1972 A]gerian  film  makers working
for A]gerian  television  were asked  to make r]Ims to depict the
tenth  anniversary  of  independence  from  French  colonialism.
Without  any  pressure  from  above, twenty of them made full
length   (16mm,  black  and  white)  on   the  same  subject:  the
agrarian revolution.

Rarely  have  young  film  makers  appeared  with  such  co-
herence and  force. The  most characteristic rilms of this move-
ment  are:  Mohamed Bouainari's  Tfae  a"arooaJ Bumer, Abdel.
aziz Tolbi's IVoro, Moussa Haddrd's Under the Popfor, Lamine
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Merbah's rfte Despoi./ere, Djaffar Damardji's Good Fami.JI.es, el
Hachemi    Cherif's   TIte   Rape.   and    7ltie   Dogs.   Mohamed
Chouikh's  Ffae Moufftpi.ece  and  Ffae Lost, Mohamed lfticene's
Gorine and Ddrry a/a young Worfeer, Farouk Beloufa's War a/
Liberation , Sid All Mazl£'s Bhach Sweat.

The new  Algerian cinema is one of the best contemporary
examples of `agitational  cinema.' The makers are less concern.
ed  with  producing  spectacle  which  is  pleasant  to  watch  but
forgotten  as  soon  as  people  leave  the  theater and more con-
cerned  with giving the spectators knowledge which will enable
them  to  take  part  in  the  agrarian  revolution  as  well  as  its
equivalents  in  the  industrial  and  cultural  sphere.  "Our  role"
says  Abdelaziz  Tolbi  "is to go beyond events to hasten  them
along."

The Cliarcoal  Burner

CINEMA  WITH  A  HOLD  ON  REALITY

The rilms of d/.I.di.d cinema have two characteristics:
-A   reinterpretation   of  the  war  of  national  liberation.

They  obviously  do not entirely jettison  this theme. They con-
tinue to recall  these  facts from the past and to exalt the great
sacrifices  of  the  choqhodr  (martyrs),  and  to  evoke  different
facets of the struggle. Independence is no longer considered an
end  in  itself.  but  is  shown  as  one  step  along  a  much  longer
road.

-A social analysis based, at least imp]icit]y, on class strug.

g]e.  All  the  films  brand  the  feudalists  as having col]&borated
with  the occupier and as exploiters of the people. In addition,
certain  other films attack the bureaucratic phenomenon. Some
rilms   insist   on   the   necessity   to   revolutionize   the   judicial
system.

At  the  artistic  level,  djl.di.d  cinema  shows  enough  simi.
Iarities  that  it  is  possible   to  speak  of  a  new  `school.'  It  is
reminiscent  of  the  great  rilms  of  the  golden  age  of Soviet
cinema,  although  in  general  the  authors  prefer intimacy  (for
example, evoking the life of an individual in his immediate sur-
roundings) to collective lyricism.



A  CLOSED  IDEOLOGICAI.  MESSAGE

The Golden Palm award at last year's Cannes Film Festival
to IAhhdar-Hamina's Chronicle of the Years o£ Ashes, and
this year.s selection of S. Maeif's "e Nomads for shou)ing
at  the same festival, seems to indicate a reuiuel of Algerian
cinema.

In fact. this achievement-important as it Trray bendoes
not  reflect  the  real  state  of  Algerian  cinerrra.  We  should
treat  its  productions and their appropriation critically and
with caution. Far from playing a mobilizing role and achiev-
ing the aim of cultural innountion, the filne produced have
been  coustontly  obsessed  u)ith  the  u)ar  of liberation.  big
budgets,  and  a  lengunge  borrou}ed  from  Hollywood.  The
product is put foru}ard as a .reuolutiorary munl' but in re-
ality  is intended to show a profit. Of course, there has been
the revolt  of the .angry. young generation of dildld cinema.
But  u)e  should  remember  that  most  of  these  films  were
made outside the norrrral channels of film production. 'They
were fu"ength films made for Algerian television (hemmed
in and u]ith  obligations)  celebrating the second anniuersory
of the charter of the agrarian rev_o_I_u.fion.

`F_i,

t

The aesthetic choices are the following:
-The  refusal  of  the  neo.western  and  ostentatious  spec-

tacutarization.
-The desire to make films from a personal  point of view

which  also seek a dialogue with  the largest possible audience.
-'I'he  refusal  of  populism  and  wretchedness,  tendencies

which  often  encapsulate  the  distorted  tastes  of  a  public  in-
fluenced  by  bad  western  or  Egyptian  cinema.  These dangers
have not always been avoided.

-The  desire  to tell an authentic story directly related to
the daily experience of the public.

-A  clear  desire  for  didacticism  which  obviously  deter-
mines  the  form  of  the  films.  This  didacticism  is  often  com.
bined  with  borrowings  from  the  best  of  Italian  neorealism.

-A more theoretical concern able to draw on national cu].
tural  traditions  and  release  them  from  their  folkloric matrix
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The  full-length  films  made  tochy,  unlike  these  latter
fine and ephemeral productions. do not cony the same iroli-
tical  and  cultunl  meaning.  although  the  subject  of  both
u)omen and agnarian revolution have been dealt with in tu]o
recent /I./ms rrhe Nomads; Wind from the South/.

The crisis in film making is not specific to the cinema.
It extends to the cultural and superstructural sectors. Most
artists  are au)are of this cultural stagnLition, even if certain
of  those  in cl.arge  of these sectors continue  to   come out
with the ritual self-satisfied praise.

After fifteen years of independence, Algeria is in an era
of democracy  and  self-criticism. The extraordinary debate
over  the  proposed  National  Charter  has allowed Algeriaas
to express Vocally this nrwhise.

Their  concern  over  the  cultural  and  ideological  l)oid,
over  freedom  of speech,  the denounciation of corruption.
bureaucracy and the mediocrity of u)orbs of art, invalidates
the    presumptions    of    those    in    charge    of    culture.

Many of those taking part in the debate have denounc-
ed the  media for not fulfilling their original  function. Pro-
grammes  in  the  cinema  are  essentially  undemanding and

and  to give them the vigor they have lost because of decadence
and colonialism.

-Modern montage and flexible writing.
-Seeing  film not as a work closed in on  itself but as the

first  element in  the pursuit of aesthetic research  and  political
analysis.

Dy.I.dl.d  cinema  has  certain  limits.  It doubtless has certain
faults.  For example, numerous films only  obliquely denounce
the absence of the party  (the NLF) in the agrarian revolution.
The  new  bureaucratic  bourgeoisie  is rarely attacked with  the
ferocity  found  in  Good  Fomi./I.es.  The  aesthetic  of  the  films
often reflects these ideological hesitations.

Nonetheless  d/.I.di.d cinema is in large measure exemplary.
It  distinguishes  itself  from  first  or  Hollywood  cinema by  re-
fusing to exalt artificial heroes situated in the luxurious decors
of the bourgeois way of life. It refuses to appeal to the won



great  spectacles.  u)hicl.  are  encouraged  by  the communes.
Some  workers  in  a  cinerm  in  Oran  have  asked  u)hy  not
"openly  integrate  the  film  industry  with  the  Ministry  of

Finance?"
A  simitor View about television u)as expressed in the Al-

gerian   press:    "The   intermirrable   serials   and   Lebanese.
Egyptian  and  American  films  whose conter.ts do not con-
ceal their ideology. put the 1)iewer to sleep.'.

This controversial and democratic  debate puts the fin-
ger  on  the  origin  of  the  malaise  of  Algerian  cultwre.  It
shows  the solution  to the crisis is not in the conceptual. or-
ganizational  or linguistic  area,  but at the level of doctrine
and ideology .

As long as a narrow and frozen nationalism dominates
ideological  discourse  and  as  long  as  class  collaboration
exists. and the party  is lacking, culture will inevitably  be a
closed  ideological  message.  seperated  from  contemporary
Algerian reality .

Cinema. theater. television, books. the elements of cul-
ture, will continue to perpetuate the constant and repeated
themes of heroism and the past. These themes have become

sacred  ideas reflecting a selfroatisfaction exempt from
tradiction.

The  facts  of  history   tell  us  something  else.  Algerian
nationalism united against colonial domination and still has
its  contradictions  and  betrayals.  Reflecting  on  these  anti-
monies  would  bring  neu)  and  fruitful ideas to the `ideolo-
gical  extension.  talked about  in  the  draft  of the National
C:harter.  We are sure this u)ould  establish the premises of a
cultural revolution. This alone u)ill allou) a more conscious
and  critical  commitment  of  Algeriaas  to  socialism.  'This
commitment  will  make  them  citizens  who  are  convinced
enough  to  cast  tl.eir `uote. for a reuolutiolwry  democracy.
not just consuming and passive objects.

For artistic  creation,  for a  blossoming  of culture. for
socialist   democracy   u)e   will   paraphrase   someone   from
Blida:  "The democracy  which exists in Algeria  today must
be extended to the life of the notion and become the major
characteristic of socialist society...

Source-Excerpts  from  an article  by  Lofti  Maherzi  which
appeared  in Le Monde  August  26.  1976.  Lofti  Maherzi is
writing a thesis on Algerian cinema.

out  ideas  of  a  spectacular  mtse  en  scene  which  tells  stories
which  have  nothing to do with popular reality. It distinguishes
itself from second cinema by its refusal to practice an `auteur.
ist  cinema'  as  in  western  cinema,  where  the  personal  phan-
tasms of the  maker conceived as a little genius put on earth by
heaven  generally  take precedence over a message with a more
collective  value.  It also distinguishes itself by  its refusal to de-
vote miles of film to harping on the `existential sp]een' and the
delicious  unrest  of  intellectuals  who  delight  in  the  ml.se  en
scene  of  their  subtle  upheavals  and  the  void  in   their  soul.

For  all  these  reasons  I  would  place dy.I.dl.d cinema  in  the
avantgarde   of   new   contemporary   cinemas.   Unfortunately,
after a  propitious start. it seems  to be marking time. In an ar-
ticle  in Ecran  74, no. 30, the Algerian critic Mohand Ben Sala-
ma even questions the chances of its surviving.

TUNISIA  AND  MOROCCO:  GROPINGS

The   other  Maghrebjn  cinemas  are  behind  Algerian  cinema.
Tunisia has seen  the appearance of a dozen film makers. Since
the  first  full  length  film I)ozurz  made  in  1965, there have been
two   tendencies:   the  first,  represented  by  Oman  Khlifi  and
Ahmed   Khechine   and   others   can   be   called  popel/I.s£.  It  is
characterized  by  forms of expression destined to please a pub-
lic conditioned by  western and Egyptian cinema. The second,
i.nte//ecfunJI.sf,  is  the  work of film  makers such  as Sadok Ben
Aicha, Abdellatif Ben  Ammar,  Fetid Boughhedir, Rachid Fer-
chiou, who evoke problems particular to a cultivated and cul-
tured  bourgeoisie  (mixed  marriage, for exanp]e).  1972 saw a
relative  movement  beyond  this  false  alternative:  several  film
makers  from the two tendencies understood the limits of the
forms  they  initially  chose.  Their  themes  came  closer  to  the
real   aspirations  of  the   people:   the  situation  of  women  in
Khliri's  Pi.a"I.a,  the  e.xodus  from  the  countryside  in  Brahim
Babai's  And  Tomomow  or  Taieb  Louchichi's  My  VI./Jage.  A
Vi.Jdrge Among So Many Offters.  It was also the year that Rid.
in  Beni exploded a  bomb called Forbidden  TftnesMOJds:  this
short   film  denounces  equally  the  sexual  frustration  of  the
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young  and  the  alienation  of the  country; it  troubled  many
consciences and censors.

1974  saw  the  second  full-length  fiilm  of Abdellatif  Am.
mar, Se/frone,  a  very  rigorous  r]lm. Through the story of the
awakening of consciousness of anti-colonialism in a schoolboy
in   1952   it   subtly   questions  some   aspects  of  the   present
regime.  Pe.rhaps  this swallow announces the coming of a new
Tunisian cinema.

Moroccan  cinema  has  not  yet  freed  itself from  the iron
collar  of  feudalism  which  weighs  down  on  the country. The
first  three  films  were  failures.  The  fourth,  Hamid  Benani's
Weehi7'za, revealed  a film maker with  a very  competent talent
which   draws   on   the   depths   of  Arab.Islamic  culture.   His
denounciation of its reactionary components sometimes makes
people think. although in a very different cultural context, of
Bunuel.  This  masterpiece  was followed  by a violent lampoon
by Souhel Ben Barka, A Thoz.sand and One Hands. which with
less depth but more evidence, tess austerity but more noise, de-
nounces the social structure of a country. . . where a thousand
hands work for the exclusive benefit of one.
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f3.yrtfq"  ?`-4-a
by   Ken  Whittingham

Drama  has  been  an  inportant  part  of   contemporary
Arabic  culture since  the  1950s.  As each  Arab country, begin.
ming  with   Egypt  in  the  1950s,  has  found  a  real  measure  of
independence from colonial domination, it has given increasing
attention  to  promoting national  culture.  Drama has attracted
more attention  than  any  other artistic genre with the possible
exception   of   cinema.   Yet   it   has   often   been  suggested  by
academies,  both  Arab  and  European.  that  Arabic  drama  is
technically  weak  and  unable  to  fulfill a serious cultural role in
the Arab world.  By examining the  process of development of
Egyptian  drama, which has been  the  forerunner of the Arabic
theatre  movement. I  hope  to demonstrate the extent to which
drama  has become  integrated into the national culture and has
an important role  to play in  a  newly awakened cultural envir.
Onment.

There  was  no theatre in  the  Arab  world  before  the nine-
teenth  century.  It was introduced as a result of increased con.
tact  between  the Middle  East and  the West, and  came almost
as a spinoff from the search for modern European technology
initiated  by  Muhammad  Ali.  The  form  has  been  borrowed
from  European  culture,  and  was  not  inherent  to  any  of the
previously  dominant  forms  of Arabic cultural expression. This
has   often  been   interpreted  as  an  essential   weakness.  Some
dramatists and  critics have expended considerable energy  in  a
futile  attempt  to prove  that the dramatic structures they  em.
ploy  developed  from local  folk arts.  Cross.fertilization of cul-
tura]  foms  is a logical  result of contact  between  different so.
cieties.  Many  of  the  forms of modem  European  culture have
been  influenced  by  non-European sources. The crucial  factor
is not that the drama as a form is borrowed, but how it is used
in the Arab context.

Although   the  first  attempt  to  introduce  drama  to  the
Arab  world  in   1847  by  a  Beiruti  inte]lectua],  Marun  al-Naq-
qash  coincided  with  the  increase  in  colonialist  activity  in  the
area.  its  relationship  to  the  local  reaction to colonialism  was
more important. The  decline of Ottoman  control  had marked
the  emergence  of a new national consciousness; an awareness
of the  potential  of a  united Arab world to resist alien domina.
lion.  This  consciousness  provided  the  motivation  for  the  re-
vival  of Arabic  literary  production.  Intellectuals  sought  new
means   of   expression   suitable   for   a   modemizing   society.
Journalism  took advantage of the  introduction of the printing
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press  to  provide  a  growing  literate  audience  with  new ideas.
Drama was seen by its promoters as another important vehicle.
Al-Naqqash  had  observed  how  European  drama concentrates
on exposing the  flaws in society, and  felt that this critical use
of art,  lacking  in  his  own  society,  could  be of great  benefit.
Europeanized  by  education  and  by  his own  commercial  links
with  Europe.  and  faced  by  a  lack  of  knowledge  of  the  fun-
damentaJ  techniques of drama, it  was not  to be expected that
he  and  his successors should  have  achieved  more  than  an  imi-
tation  of  what  they  had  observed  in  European  capitals.  A]-
Naqqash's experiment did  not carry more than a vague hint of
the  new   nationalism.  The  second  innovatory  experiment  by
Abu  Khalil  al  Qabbani  in  Damascus  in  a decade  spanning  the
1860s  and  1870s was  more  exp]icit]y  nationalist.  White  again
rudimentary  in  form. Qabbani's plays  were distinctly  Arab in
content, many of them based on Stories and legends from Arab
history.  More  importantly,  his  activity  coincided  with  a  con-
stant  struggle  taking  place  in  Damascus  between  local  refer-
mers  seel{ing  independence   from  Ottoman  domination,  and
reactionary  forces  supporting  the  stofus  qua.   This  struggle,
exacerbated by  French  attempts to seize  control  of Syria, led
to Ottoman  massacres of the Muslim  population.  Nationalism
in  these  circumstances  was inevitably a more vital  force  than
the  earlier intellectual  movement in  Beirut.  Qabbani's  theatre
was  very  much  involved  in  the  struggle, since it flourished un-
der  the  more  liberal  of  the rapid succession  of Governors.  It
was eveatuaJly  banned, ostensibly  on  religious grounds, by or,
der of the Ottoman Sultan.

The  rirst short-lived  Egyptian experiment occurred  at the
same  time,  but  independently  of the  Damascus  experiment.
Ya'qub  Sannua,  a  strongly  nationalist  journalist,  produced  a
number  of  short  social  satires,  loosely  modelled  on  Moliere
and  Goldoni.  The Khedive was initially amused at this local at-
tempt  to  imitate  the  European  culture  which  flourished  in
the  Egyptian  court.  But when he realized  that the  plays  were
more  than  mere  entertainment,  the  experiment  was  abrupt.
Iy stopped and Sannua exiled.

Because  of  severe  repression  which  led  many artists and
intellectuals  to  leave  Syria  and   Lebanon  at  the  end  of  the
nineteenth  century, all  significant  development thereafter. un-
til   recently,  took  place  in   Egypt,  which  offered  marginally
better opportunities and  freedom. The  two immigrant theatre
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movements  in  Egypt  created  two  quite  different  trends  as a
result  of  their  different  origins.  There  was  no  Egyptian  in-
volvement  until  intellectuals  became seriously  involved  in  the
nationalist movement at the turn of the century. The Syrians
were  not  involved  in  Egyptian  political  movements, and  con-
sequently   their  theatrical  activities  became  pure  commercial
enterprises.   The   Bei"ti   movment   offered   Arabic   transla.
tions   of   European   "high   culture"-Shakespeare,   Corneille,
Racine.  etc.  This  was  welcomed  by  the  Europeanized  social
elite.  Qabbani's  theatre  developed  the  musical,  in  which  the
play is only a vehicle for the star singer.

The commercial  trend established  by  the Syrian  compan.
ies  was  to become  a  permanent  feature of Cairo cultural  life,
heavily  exploited  by  liberal  elements  in  the  nascent capitalist
class  until  the  cinema  was available as a more profitable enter-
prise   in  the  1930s.  The  initial  political  motivation  was  lost,
and  the commercial  theatres stood  largely  opposed  to any  re-
introduction  of  committed  drama.  In  the  Egyptian  phase be-
ginning  in  the last  quarter of the nineteenth century, all devel-
opments  in  drama  have  to be seen  in  the context  of struggle
against  the  anaesthetic  of  commercially  profitable  entertain-
ment.

The struggle  for committed art against commercial  enter-
tainment  is  of  great  importance  in  the  context  of  political
struggle. Commercial  entertainment  is  usually  escapist,  divert-
ing  the  audience  from  their  cares  and  worries  by  presenting
fantasies of an  unachievable spectacular world.  As such  it can
clearly be a useful weapon in stifling discontent among its mid-
dle  class audiences. The lower middle class is extremely impor-
tant to  movements in a country  like  Egypt.  In addition, thea-
tre  is by  derinition a  public art  form. Where a  potential  read-
ing public  is small,  and  publishing opp.ortunities limited, thea-
tre  gives the writer a much  larger potential  audience.  For the
committed  artist  this  allows  the  transfer  of  ideas  in a group
context,  where  the  communal  effect  of  political  agitation  is
likely  to be greater than at an individual level. At the state lev-
el.  theatre  can  be  used  as  a  showcase.  internationally.  For
these reasons I am starting with a more detailed consideration
of the development of Arabic drama  beginning at the  turn of
the  century  so  that  the  political  ramifications  of  current in-
terest in  the drama can be understood in  a historical context.

DRAMA  AND  THE  1919  REVOLUTION

When  the  nationalist  movement led  to  the  uprising of  1881-2
the  Syrian-led  theatre  simply  closed  down  until  the  uprising
was  defeated.  But  the  British  military  invasion  which  ended
the   rebellion  gave  a  new  impetus  to   the  nationalist  move-
ment.  Young intel[ectua]s joined  the movement and there was
a  general  awareness  on  the  part of leading figures of the role
that   cultural    factors   could   play   in   raising   consciousness.
Theatre,  which  was  increasingly  dependent  on  Egyptian  per-
formers  from  the end of the  nineteenth century, received spe.
cial  attention.  Egyptian  nationalist  leaders  Abdullah il Nadim,
Mustafa  Kamil  and  Muhammed  Farid  were  all  drawn  to  the
possiblility  of  a  committed  theatre.   Inevitably   their  efforts
as  dramatists  were  rudimentary.  In   the  years  leading  up  to
the   1919  revolution  a  number  of  young  writers  tried  their
hand  at  drama.  Although  there were  no major achievements,
original   writing  was  posed  as  a  credible  alternative  to  trams-
lation and adaptation..

The   techniques   of   dramatic   writing   were   not   as   yet
sufficiently  understood  for  the  confenf  of  performances  to
be   of  great   importance   in   the   nationalist   movement.   but
the  actual  euenc  of a  performance   was extremely  important.
In  the  early  years  of  the  twentieth  century, numerous small
groups  in  Cairo  and  Alexandria  performed  plays  of  distinct-
ly  nationalist sentiment, drawn  either from French or Turkish
sources.  The   performance  was  used  as  a  politica)  rally  with
po]itica] speeches being made in the intervals.

Much  of this activity came to an end with the outbreak of
the  First  World  War,  which  was an  excuse  for the imposition
of strict censorship.  But after the war, and especially after the
bloody   repression   of  the   1919   revolution,   the  committed
elements in  the  theatre continued on the same road. The most
famous result of the continuing search  to express nationalism
on  the  stage came  in  1920 with  the  production of A/ Astiara
aJ  Tayyi.ba  (The Good Ten), adapted  from an obscure French
play by Muhammad Taymur. The music was written by Sayyid
Darwish,  who had become  Egypt's most popular singer. espe.
cially  with  his anti.British  songs and  songs  based  on  everyday
life.  The  work  is  signiricant  in  the  development of Egyptian
drama  because  Darwish  was able  to make the musical score an
integrated  part  of  the  dramatic  structure  for  the  first  time.



Darwish's  compositions  allowed  the  words  of the song equal
importance  with  the  melody,  a  departure  from  the  nomal
practice.  Unfortunately, the two young artists both died short-
ly  after this production, and  their experiments were not con.
tinued.

In  the  early  1920s  a  new  major company  was set up by
Yusif Wahbi.  His  Ramses troupe began by presenting national-
ist  inspired  works  of  young  writers,  in  competition  with  the
classical   trend   and   the   increasingly   popular   light   comedy
theatre of Neguib al  Rihani.  But  the gradual  entrenchment of
the  Egyptian  aristocracy  and  the  nascent capitalist class  who
had  risen  to  power on  the  popular movement of 1919 pushed
the  theatre once  more  into commercialism and  isolation from
the real currents in Egyptian society.

POLITICAL  COMPROMISE  AND
INTELLECTUAL  LIBERALISM

It  is  ironic  that  the  first  major  steps  in  the  creation  of dl'a-
matic literature  were  taken at a period  when the theatre as an
art   form  was  isolated  from  the  real  problems  facing  the  so.
ciety.  Symbolic  of  this  isolation  was  the  setting  up  in  1935
of  a  national   theatre  which   was  to  perform  only  works  in
classical    Arabic   and   of   high   literary   merit.   This   isolation
had  an  important  effect  on  the  kind  of  literature  produced.
As  the  political  elite,  beneficiaries  of the  popular  movement.
began   to   distance   themselves   from   that   movement,   they
inevitably   drew  with  them  the  literary  establishment,  which
retreated   into   a   defense   of  high   culture   designed   for   an
elite.

This  attempt  at  rarifaction  of  literary  culture  operated
in   two  ways.   It   took   the   form  of  insistence  on  the  highly
stylized   classical   language   as   the   only   suitable   vehicle   for
literary   production.     An   Academy   of  the  Arabic  Language
was  set  up,  and  the  National  Theatre  Company  established.
Use  of  the  vernacular language  was  received  with  open  hosti-
lity   by   the  establishment  as  was  any  experiment  with  that
most   sacred   of  classical   Arabic   art   forms-poetry.   Bairam
al  Tunisi,  pioneer  of  popular  verse,  and  the  romantic  poets
searching   for   new   forms   to   express   a   new   reality,  found
themselves   under   constant   harrassment.    Bairam   al   Tunisi
was exiled.

The  second  aspect  of  this  rarifaction  was  the  desire  for
rapprochement  with   European  culture,  a  part  of  the  liberal
make-up  of  such  literary  leaders  as  Taha  Husayn.  What  they
were  seeking,  consciously  or  otherwise,  was  the  adoption  of
certain  art  forms  stripped  of  their  European  social  connota.
lions,  which  they  could  fuse  with  an  anachronistic  vehicle  of
expression,   the  classical  language.  Semi-autobiographical  and
diaristic  novels  appeared,   frequently  set  in  the  countryside,
describing  the  abject  poverty  of the  peasants.  But  they  drew
a  romantic  veil  over  reality,  rather  than  becoming  involved
in  it.  Theatre  was conceived  in  even more refined  terms  than
the  novel.  It  was an  ethereal  haven  of civilization.  It  is in this
context  that  the  first  "literary"  texts  of  Arabic  drama  were
produced  by  such   writers  as  Ahmad  Shawqi  and  Tawfiq  al
Hakim.  Ahmad  Shawqi  and  Tawfiq  al  Hakim  had  been  invol-
ved  in  the  theatre movement before they tuned to dramatic
literature.  Both  turned to writing dramatic texts with  serious
literary  intent after studying in  Paris. Shawqi.was the  poet of
the  establishment.  He  wrote  five verse tragedies and one social
comedy  between  1927  and  his  death  in  1932.  Ironically  the
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only  play  which  met  with  any  great  enthusiasm  at  the  box
ofrice  was the social comedy. His tragedies were not   success.
ful   plays,      although   they  did  contain  some  good  lines  of
verse.  Given  the  ideo]ogica] and political situation he was writ-
ing  in.  Shawqi  was  obliged  to  write  in  classical  Arabic.  The
meters   of  classical   Arabic   poetry   are   not  the  rhythms  of
natural  speech  and  do  not  easily  meet  with  the  demands of
performance.  While  his  plays  sang  the  glory  of  Egypt  as  a
historical  entity  and  the  ability  of  the  people  to survive un-
der all  difficulties,  he  used  periods of defeat for the Egyptians
at  the  hands  of  foreigners  as  subject  matter.  In  view  of  the
rather hollow independence  that the former nationalist leader.
ship had accepted  from  the  British, Shawqi's  plays seemed  to
be a call  for submission  with  honor,  which  did not reflect the
mood of the population aside from the elite.

Tawfiq  al  Hakim's  work  requires  closer  attention.  He  is
recognized as the  pioneer and father-figure of Arabic dramatic
literature.  He  is  probably  the  only  Arab  playwright  to  have
achieved any  kind of international  recognition largely because
little academic attention  has been paid to his younger contem-
poraries. He  is a curiously  ambiguous  figure,  whether assessed
by  his  plays  or  his  many  other writings.  Every  new work he
publishes arouses furious debate, usually at the political rather
than the literay level.

Tawflq
a'  Haklm

Any  writer  in  Egypt  is  subject  to  hasty  condemnation
as  an  adherent  of  the  right  or  left of the  political spectrum,
whatever  his  real  views.  AI  Hakim  is  unusual  in  that  he  has
been  placed  firmly  in  bo£#  camps by critics of similar ideolog-
ical persuasion. He has also been accused of isolating himself in
an  "ivory  tower." Following the failure of his first major play,
Tfte  Cave  poop/e,   which  opened  the  first  National  Theatre
Company  season  in  1935,  he  tuned  his  back on  drama as a
performed   art.  and  devoted  himself  to  writing  plays  for  a
reading   public.   He   ostensibly  believed  that  the  performers
were not capable of dealing with a literary text, and that there.
fore   the   literary   standard   of  Arabic  drama  could  only  be



through  the  printed  word.  not the performance. A]though al
Hakim  blamed  the  performers  for his failure, there are other
reasons for his tendency toward the printed word.

T7ze Coue poop/e  is based on a Koranic source. Two Chris.
tian  ministers  and  a  shepherd  hide  in  a  cave  fleeing  the  po-
groms of a pagan emperor. When they awake they  think only
one  night has passed  but soon discover 300 years have passed
and the country  is Christian. They  find  they do not belong in
this new world they had dreamed of, and they go back to the
cave  to  die.  The play is a philosophical  discussion on  the na.
tune of time and history. resurrection, eternity, eec. It was pre-
sented to an  audience accustomed  either to farce or melodra-
ma, while this play is static. The idea that these men fled from
opppression and then  fled  from  the  new society as well seems
like  cowardice,  a  retreat  from  reality justified  by  neat philo-
sophical  platitudes.  Many of his major plays deal  with similar
philosophical  themes  at  a  safe intel]ectual  distance.  His char-
acters  are   always  engaged  in  delicate  balancing  acts,  often
seeming   to  be  on  the  brink  of  taking  decisive  action.  but
usually  retreating  to  safety  behind  phitosophicat  generalities.
The  content  of al  Hakim's  plays  reflects his own  position as
a  dramatist and writer; a position which prevented him playing
the  active  role  he  aspired  to  in  developing  Arabic  theatre.

Given  the  attitude  of the literary  establishment, without
whose  support  the  writer's  opportunities  were  severely  lim.
ited,  al  Hakim  with  his  self-confessed  aim of providing Arab
theatre  with  a  literary  basis,  had  the  alternative  of  compro.
mising  his  artistic  role  to  satisfy  the  demands  of  the  ruling
elite; or he could remain in oblivion until a radical change took
place  in society.  AI  Hakim chose compromise. The  first stric-
tune  this entailed was the use  of the  classical language. which
al  Hakim used until  he  "invented" a  ``third language." a  kind
of   "Arabic   Esperanto"   in    1954.   This   limited   the   possi-
bility   of   success   on   the   stage.   The   extent   to   which   he
compromised  with  the establishment is shown by the fact that
al   Hakim's  liveliest  piece  of  writing  r»e  Di.any  a/ a  Cozlnfy
Prosecutor is in colloquial Egyptian.

The   second  stricture  was  an  inevitable  caution  on  the
artistic  level.  There  is  no  reason  to  doubt al  Hakim's sinceri-
ty  as  a  believer  in  the  nationalist  cause.  But  with  the volte-
face  of  the  ruling  elite  in  favor  of  the  colonialist  forces,  he
could  not  have  written  plays  attacking  the  corrupt  regimes,
while  seeking  to  maintain  a  position  in  the literary  establish-
ment. While  other writers such  as Taha Husayn and a]  Aqqad
retreated  into  a  defense  of art for art's sake, al  Hakim  trams-
ferred  an  undoubted concern with  real  social  questions to an
obscure  plane. couched  in  a language and symbols which were
only  partly  understood and  frequently  misinterpreted. Hence
al Hakim's ambiquity.

It   is   significant   that   a   recurrent  theme  in  al  Hakim's
work  is  the  question  of  the  commitment  of artists.  This  is
at   its   clearest   in   his   play   jbtgma/i.on.   Although  he  rejects
the  aesthete's  position,  he  fails  to  accept  total  commitment
to  life  and  society.  This  tendency   to  adopt  vague  philoso-
phical   positions   has   a]]owed   al   Hakim   the   room  to  man-
oeuvre  and compromise with succeeding changes in the mling
political   and   ideological   structure.  The  fact  that  he  began
his writing career in such a difficult political period in Egypt's
modem  history  has negated the potential  of one of the Arab
world's best  dramatic  talents.  AI  Hakim's inability  to  develop
his  own  dramtic  writing  beyond  a  "scholastic  exercise"  has
led Western scholars to believe that there is no successful Ara.
bic drama.

THE  1952  REVOLUTION

As Egypt staggered  from crisis  to crisis through the 1930s and
1940s,   ofricially   acceptable   cultural   production   remained
b]issfully  removed   from  the  turmoil.   By   the  time  the  Free
Officers'   coup  came  to  absorb  the  energies  of  the  opposi.
tion  forces in  1952, that nationalist opposition was no longer
the   vague   amorphous   entity   of  the   past.   It   had   divided
into  distinctive  movements  with  clear  ideological   positions.
The  increasing  tensions in  the  society. although unable to des.
troy  the  literary  establishment,  were  having an effect on the
theatrical  profession. In  the state threatre troupes the younger
generation  of  trained  actors were  in  serious conflict with  the
self.taught   stars  of  the  old  melodramatic  school.  The  new
generation  were  looking  for  a  higher  level  of  technical  skill,
and  a greater degree of relevance  to society in the kind of rna.
terial presented ,

Between  the  mid-1950s  and  1970  Egyptian  theatre  and
Egyptian  dramatic literature had  its golden age, playing an ac-
tive  part in  the  whole process of political and social debate. In
that  short period  well  over a hundred  plays were written and
performed, and a dozen  writers emerged as competent drama-
tists. Clearly such a large output varied enomously in standard
and  in style.  For the  most part  plays dealt with themes of im-
mediate  social  relevance,  from  national  liberation  (Palestine
and  the  war  with  Israel)  through  internal  class  struggle.  to
methods  of  government  (typically  represented as a good  Sul-
tan.  i.e..  Abdul  Nasser, surrounded  by  bad  ministers,  i.e., the
security  services.  corrupt  ministers,  etc.).  Styles  have  ranged
from socialist realism (Nu`man Ashur) to theatre of the absurd
(Shawki  abd  al  Hakim).  Some  works  are  clearly  outstanding
and  there  is  sufricient  evidence  in  the  works  to  refute  the
charges  that  are  constantly  being made-that the Arab world
has no theatre, and the  `tyoung writers can  continue  to  make
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carbon  copies  of  universal  masterpieces,  but`they  will  never
produce  anything but pale imifation§ devoid  of §ou]  and  sub.
stance."*

This attitude has made it possible for Arabic drama, which
absorbs a great deal of energy and attention in the Arab world,
to  be  totally  ignored  in  the  West.  These  assertions  can  be
shown to be false by emmining some of the forms of drama,
and  some  of the writers, from post.1952 Egypt. It should be
remembered  that there had  b.een no successful dramatic liters.
ture prior to the  1950s. So the rlrst step taken by writers such
as  Nu`man   Ashur  and  Yusif  ldris  was  to  sweep  away  the
fantasy of "high culture" theatre and bring everyday life onto
the stage.  Fo.r the  first time workers and peasants were depic.
ted  with  understanding and  respect  instead of contempt and
buffonery.   Many   plays  of  the  late   1950s  and  early   1960s
followed this pattern by depicting the effect of pre-revolution.
any  society  on  the  lower  classes.  It  was  not  until  the  1960§
that  the  search for new styles that could be a useful form of
artistic expression began in earnest.

THE  ABSENCE  OF  TRAGEDY

To  those  nurtured  on  Western theatrical  tradition, tragedy is
the  highest  form  of  drama.  But  tragic  literature  and  drama
does not exist in the Arab world despite its traumatic history.
The  literary  establishment  of the  1930s and l940s were con.
tent  to  translate  European  tragedy.  But  even  after  the revo.
iution,  Luis  Awad  and  other  whters  and  artists felt that the
vacuum  had to be filled, ignoring the fact that tragedy requires
a  specific ideology which  relates to  particular Socio€conomic
formations  which  largely  disappeared with the decline of the
aristocracy  in  Europe,  and  never existed  in  the  Arab  world.
Modern Arabic drama is no more likely to produce grand tra-
gedy  than is English contemporary drama.  But Luis Awad set
himself the task of writing a tragedy, and so did pcet.dramatist
Abd al Rahman al Sharqawi.

AI  Sharqawi  in  each  of his five major plays aims at pro-
ducing  a  tragic  hero.  Each  time  he  has  ffiled,  although  the
plays are still successful and interesting in other ways. The ba.
Sis of his failure lies in his subject matter. Like most of his con-
temporaries,   his   main   theme   is  resistance   and   revolution,
themes which can  be  treated at many levels. Looking for suit-
able  tragic  revolutionary  material  he  tuned  to  the  Algerian
war of liberation (The Thqgedy of Joml./a), a national popular
struggle  against  the  Mamelukes  of  Egypt  in  the Middle Ages
(TJze  Outfozu),  the  rrmssacre  of Hussein  ibn Ali and his follow-
ers  (77Ie  Revenge  of God),  eta.  In  accordance with a revolu-
tionary content, his heroes come from the oppressed classes in
most cases (Jasirl working class cadre; Mahran-peasant tun-
ed Robin Hoodrty]e outlaw). But revolutionary logic and the
logic from which tragedy is born are entirely different. Revolu.
tion  depends  on  the  community,  not  the  individual,  and on
the  struggle to change society in order to remove oppression.
Tmgedy  on  the  other hand derives from a situation in which
the  maintenance  of society  is  believed  to  depend  on  accep.
tance  of  and  acquiescence  to  an  extema]]y  imposed  social
order.  The tragic hero is doomed because of the social neces-
sity  of expiating a violation committed unwittintly. The indi.
vidual  is cast aside  to preserve  the community even though he

*Abdullah  Laroul.  lid.ologl.  Ar.be  C®nt.mpor.ln.,  Masp®ro.  Parls:
1970.
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is  a  superman-the  face  that  he  is a king or a demi-god rein.
forces the ideolodcal message.

But  if  the  tragic  concept  arises  out  of  defense  of  the
community,  where is the difference  in  the revolutionary con.
cept? The revolutionary hero is not a supeman, he is an ordin.
any mortal  whose strength  comes from his belief in justice and
freedom; the revolutiomry  is part of a community in struggle.
The  revolution does not sacrifice .its members, great or smaJ],
to  appease  the  enemy;  there is no need for expiation. Either
the  revolutionary  gives  his  life in  the struggle, which  is quite
the reverse of tragic, or else he loses everything by abandoning
the  principles  he  has  fought  for;  again  it  is  not  a  cathartic
situation.  AI  Sharqawi's  plays  constantly  face this contradic.
tion, and the result is a lack of dramatic impact.

In  Tfte  "gedy a/ Jami.fo  the tragic figure is really Jasir,
the revolutionary ce]] leader, not the young woman Jamila of
the  title who is no more than  a patriotic heroine.  Jasir is cap-
tuned  by  the  French in a reckless and  futile  individualistic at-
tempt  to  rescue  the  girl.  Throughout  the  play  this  cadre  is
preaching the need  for selflessness and commitment to col]ec-
tive responsibHity.  Yet he §acrifices himself because he falls in
love with  a young recruit. The action contradicts the logic of
the  play.  Similarly in  rhe Ozifdrzu MaAran  the hero dies after
apparently compromising with  the enemy and alienating him.
ielf from the real base of the struggle. the poor peasants, and
seems to have earned his death by betraying the cause.

Ahmad  Sawqi,  Tawfiq  a]  Hakim  and  Abd  al  Rahman al
Sharqawi  all  failed  to  produce  a  tragic  hero,  not  because of
any lack of skill, bu€ because the conceptud framework from
which   they   developed   their  dramatic   structures  could  not
allow the  possibility of tragedy.  However much  they imitated
European   classical   tragedy,   the  essential  underlying  feeling
was   absent.  The  absence  of  tragedy  from  Arabic  drama  is
logica]. whereas its presence would be hard to explain. And its
absence  is  not  reflection  on  the  success  or  failure  of Arab
drama in generd.

COMEDY

While   tragedy   developed   from  religious  models  in  Europe,
comedy is more diverse in  origin and development. In most of
its  present-day  literary  forms  it  is  built  on  popular  models
which emerged historically when "high culture" and "popular
culture" became autonomous entities. It is not surprising that
comedy has gained  far more popularity in the Arab world; tva-
gedy is not so much entertaining as morally uplifting. Comedy
is  a  more  direct  way  of momentarily  easing the pressures of
life. It demands from the audience a response to grotesque, ab.
normal behavior, and nothing more. But to take the art of the
comedian or clown, and build on it a systematic and thought.
ful  criticism of society, transcending the clever contrivances of
a well made farce, is no easy task.

Several  writers  have  tried  to  use  the  comedy  genre  for
serious  ends,  with  varying degrees of success.  Nu'man Ashur,
pioneer of the new theatre. has consistently employed realist
situational comedy using Sketchily drawn chancters to porhay
the  stock  attitudes  of different  social  classes. After his early
successful  p]ay§  which  attacked  the aristocraey as the source
of injustice,  and  proclaimed  optimism for an under]ned road
to the future. his plays tended to portmy a disillusioned eyni.
cism with the entire "new" society. The cynicism became too
heavy for the comedy to bear.



In  A]i Salem's  plays  situations  and  actions  take priority
over  characterization.  Imaginative  plots  and  deft,  witty  dia.
Iogue  gave  Ali  Salem  considerable box.office success, but his
plays  are more than just entertainment.  Each  play  is a merci.
less  attack  on  a  political  or  social  target,  so thinly  disguised
that  the  author  has  had  frequent problems with  the censors.
Ridicule  is  a  powerful  weapon, and Salem  handles it well, al.
though  the political immediacy of his plays give  them a short
life. An example of this is his play Oedi.pus.

Although  the author explains  the connection between his
play  and  the  Greek  myth  in  a  long preface to the published
edition, there  is no apparent connection. An ancient Egyptian
town is besieged by a monster, which  kills anyone entering or
leaving   the   town.   The   siege   will  only  end  when  someone
answers a riddle set by  the monster.  Oedipus apparently does
so. and  becomes king, and immediately fills the city with tech.
nology, but in order to protect his achievements has to employ
repressive  methods.  Eventually  the  monster  returns.  and  we
find that Oedipus had  not answered the question: he wanders
off in the dark to lean the answer.

The allegory works on many levels. The central issue is the
liberation of the  people  from oppression. But when the libera.
tor  begins to use oppression to defend  the changes he has in.
troduced, the monster of oppression  returns.  A]i SaJem's mes-
sage  is  that the  people must free  themselves, and not depend
on  an  individual  (Nasser).  The  play  was  performed  in  1970
shortly before Nasser's death.

The  play is no literary masterpiece, and shows some weak-
ness  in  sustaining  the  balance  between  humor  and  the more
serious   undertone   through   three  acts.  In  fact  most  of  Ali
Salem's works decline after the  rirst act. But it was successful
in performance and has proved beyond all doubt that comedy
is a useful and workable form.

FROM  THE  GENERAL  TO  THE  SPECIFIC

While many of the writers dealt with  general social and politi.
cal  questions  through  a  group  of  characters  representing the
broad span of society, it is the writers who tried to study the
society   through   the  individual  who  have  developed  Arabic
drama to a higher level of sensitivity. In the works of Mahmud
Diyab,  Mikha"II   Ruman,  and  above  all  Alfred  Farag,  we  are
made  aware  not  only  of the obvious conflicts in the society,
but  of  the  underlying  tensions  and  currents.  The  works  of
these  writers.  even  when  they  use  European models, are not
pale  imitations  of  European  classics,  but  evidence  of  Arabic
drama reaching mathrity.

Mikha'il  Ruman's first  play Smofee  was performed in  the
1962.63 season  provoking a furious debate among critics. Luis
Awad  began  his review in AJ A^ram:  `There.s something call-
ed Smofee   in  the National Theatre" and  went on  to say  how
disgraceful  it  was that a play about a drug addict should sully
the stage where great works of art had been presented. Others
hailed  it  as  a  great  first  play.  Perhaps  the  problem  was that
rather than use crude and obvious symbols to represent reality,
Ruman used the entire st"cture of the play. Hamdi, the drug
addict, is in  a state of social gnd moral paralysis, unable to act
in  any  constructive  way  against  the  things  that  oppress  him
represented   by   drugs,   the   pusher,  etc.  His  great  discovery
which allows his resurrection  is that those who seem to be in-
tent on helping him  (friends, relatives) are the very  ones who
encourage his addiction and dependence on them.

Man  is  rendered  ineffective  and  loses  his  humanity,  his
faith and sense of purpose. corrupted by the pleasures and the
routines  of life.  If  in  Smofae  it  is  a  question  of shaking  off
opium addiction, the message is even clearer in Ruman's inter-
esting experiment in form TYze NI.ghf G«euaro DI.ed. Those who
imagine they can escape responsibility by sitting in a bar drink.
ing whisky, should  know they  are as guilty as the executioner
whom they assist with their apathy and silence.

Ruman  began  writing  plays  in  his  mid-forties,  and  for
much  of  the  time  was  suffering  from  a terminal  disease. His
plays  doubtless  grew  partially  out  of  his own  personal  situa-
tion,  but  they  carry  wider social  concern with a burning pas-
sion   and  urgency  which  has  been  rare  in  Egyptian  drama.

Mahmud  Diyab,  like  Mikha'il  Ruman, makes no attempt
to conceal  his own experience  in  his plays.  Again  we  rind the
individual  under  attack,  besieged,  but this time  the plays are
largely  set in  the village rather than the city. The enemy is not
the suffocating opiates of ritual existence leading to apathy, as
in  Ruman.  Here  fear lies at the heart of the  problem.  People
who are afraid will conspire against truth and innocence in or.
der  to  protect  themselves.  Such  fear  is  easily   disseminated
among illiterate  people who have no chance of education. This
leads  us  to the  second main theme in  Diyab's  work, which  is
the  attempt of the  wielders of power to keep knowledge from
the  masses.  Myth  and  rumor  are  more  readily  manipulated
than the truth. In 7The Boo fa of Congtiests Osama, a revolution-
any  armed not with a sword but a book of knowledge, is try.
ing to reach Satlah ad Din so that he may lean from the book
and rule wisely. A circle of tyrants surrounds the ruler. desper-
ate  to  destroy  the  threat  of  knowledge.  But even though  all
copies of the book are burnt and Osama's disciples captured. a
clerk  has  memorized  the  book and will  transmit it. The play
uses  a  dual  time structure. placing the events in the past and
discussing the events in  the present. The play has been banned
in Egypt, although  it is performed in Baghdad, Damascus and
A18iers.

Mahmud  Diyab's ability to develop the structure of a play
from  the  content  makes  his  work  fascinating  technically  as
well  as ideoloctcal]y.  But it  is  in  a one  act play  77ze Sfrongers
Don 'C Dri.nfe Cofree  that all his ideas come together most neat-
ly  in an imaginative presentation  of the plight of the Palestin.
ian  people.  A  friendly  old  man  reads his horoscope:  "Youll
meet  an  old  friend.  .  .a  fair deal.  .  .Divine  providence  is  with
you." But the old man does not have any old friends. Perhaps,
he   muses,  the  signs  have  got  confused:   Pisces  (a  whale  in
Arabic)  might  have  been  put  in  Aries'  (Lamb)  place by  mis.
take.  As  the  play  proceeds  one,  then  two,  then  six  masked
strangers  confront  him,  measure  his  house,  ignoring him. ex-
cept to reject his hospitality, saying "We don't drink coffee."
They  tear up every  piece  of documentary evidence of his exis-
tence.  from  his  birth  certificate  to  his  title  deeds,  and leave
laughing.  But the old  man knows that they cannot remove the
traces of his childhood in the house-he cables his sons to re.
turn  from Europe carrying a gun. The  play  is cold, harsh  and
full  of tension, and the actions of the strangers no doubt raise
other    specters  in  the  minds  of  the  Egyptian audience, even
closer to their own experience.

The Palestine issue understandably looms large in modem
Arabic literature, and  the theatre is no exception. In the after-
math  of  the  June  1967  disaster.  and  more  particularly  with
the rapid  growth  of the Palestine Liberation Movement. most
Egyptian dramatists gave some attention to the problem. Sa'd
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ad  Din  Wahba tried to expose the reasons for Egypt's defeat in
his  play  (7 Commandos)  while al  Sharqawi and  the Lebanese
author Suhail  ldris wrote in praise of the fortitude of the guer.
rilla units and martyrs. Alfred Farag, the last but perhaps most
accomplished of this trio of leading dramatists.  found himself
faced  with  a dilemma:  how cou)d  he convey  the whole ques.
tion  to the audience, rather than  concentrating on  the heroic
exploits  of an  individual?  He  found  his  solution  by creating
the  first  political  revue  in  Arabic  dramal  melee  of  song,
dance, and rapid sketches, in which the aLlthor attempts to put
before  the  audience  the historical  and  ideological  dimensions
of the Palestine question.

It is this ability to experiment with very different types of
dramatic  structures  and  to  use  them  successfully  which  has
made  Alfred  Farag  an  outstanding  figure  in  modem  Arabic

.drama.   He  has  produced  literary  texts  built  firmly  on  prim.
ciples  of dmmatic  performance, ranging from historical drama
to  fantastic  comedy  based on the Ttiousa"d and One JVI.givls,
to   political   revue,   etc.   He   is   sometimes   described   as   the
"thinking man's playwright," and  in a sense the description is

accurate in  that his plays are thought provoking. But while his
plays sometimes deal  with  abstract problems, every play poses
simple  questions in dramatic rather than intellectual terms, un-
like  the  philo§ophica] plays of Tawfiq a) Hakim. A situation of
patent  social  injustice  exists,  the  sensitive  individual  will  Seek
to redress the wrong, but can only decide on a course of action
after  understanding  the  truth  of  the  situation.  However  the
individual   alone  cannot  create  the  change  without  support
from  the mass of the people, he/she can only sacrifice himself/
herself to the cause of truth and  freedom. Through varied im.
aginative  workings  of  this  theme  Farag  is able  to expose nu.
merous social  problems and evils and to question the role and
responsibility   of  the  progressive  member  of  society.  In  this
way  he  is  genuinely  fulfilling the  role  of the  artist  within  the
community,  as  is  demonstrated  by  his  attitude  to  the  treat-
ment of women in Egyptian society.

Farag's  concern  for  the  low  status,  and  indeed  waste of
the  human  resources  of  half  the  population  emerged  in  his
early  work.  In a patriotic play. written for performance during
the  tripartite  aggression  of  1956  (The  VoJ-ce  a/ Egypf)  the
following exchange occurs:

Sa 'd..          People who fight follow orders. It's wrong to
disobey orders...and you're a girl!

FaJI.rna..     A girl! You're the one who makes me a girl even
in battle. Instead of giving me a gun like any
soldier you give me cotton and cloth. I wasn't
made like that...you're the one who's made
Fatima a downtrodden woman...that's not the
real me.

Some sixteen years later Man.i.age  dy Decree Jvj.sl. came to
the stage. The  play. experimental  in form, is perhaps the most
perceptive study of the gross inequality and class differences in
Egyptian society. A  young student  from a rich family but.full
of socialist idealism  of early  1952 is in love with the daughter
of a garage mechanic.  When  he returns  from studying in  Eur-
ope, nationalization  has begun, and  he gets a managerial post.
His  former  sweetheart  is a  worker in  the factory.  He  seduces
her  and  when she  become  pregnant he  marries her quietly  to
avoid a scandal, but forces her to have an abortion. She knows
that the class pressures on their maniage make it impossible, a
charade.  She  demands  a  divorce.  Eventually  he  agrees  to  a
divorce  to  end  their  "shotgun  marriage"  on  condition  that
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they remarry for "love." As the wedding guests assemble, the
woman  commits  suicide,  the  gn]y  solution  to  an  intractable
problem.  Much of the play concentrates on the couple's search
for  self-knowledge  and  understanding  of reality. The  woman
with  her  working  class  background  is able to understand  the
truth   that  such   a   marriage   cannot   work   in  a  class-ridden
society.  The  man  in  his  privileged  position  is  able  to  delude
himself  with  illusion  and  idealism.  The  play  is  forceful  in  its
exposure of the position of Egyptian women and all the more
effective  as  it  is  situated  within  the  framework of a satirical
attack on  the traditional  love.story of stage and screen. a]] too
familiar to Egyptian audiences.

CONCLUSION

Since  the  death  of Nasser  in  1970 and  the  new  political and
economic directions of the Sadat regime. there has been a gra.
dual  decline  in  state  support  for  theatre  in  Egypt.  Although
the  state  still  finances  a  very  large  theatre  organization,  the
commercia)  theatres  have  received  encouragement. The nun.
ber  of  productions  and  the  quality  of  texts  selected  in  the
state  theatres  llas  seriously  declined.  In  the  mid.1960s,  the
National  Theatre,  the  most  prestigious  of  the  state  theatres.
would  offer about twelve  major productions a year; in 1975 it
presented  only  one.  And  signiricantly  most  of the state  pro-
ductions  carried  elements  of  the  musical,  the  staple  diet  of
commercial  theatre. Among both writers and performers there
is  an  apparent sense of frustration, especially  as state control
of  the arts is probably  greater now  than ever. While the state
theatres stand as monuments to what was the most important
Egyptian   art   form   of  the   1960s,   the  commercial  theatres
offering  slapstick  comedy  at  exorbitant  prices  flourish.  The
current decline  of the theatre is positive proof of the political
role  of this art form. However repressive  the regime of Nasser
may   have   been,   there   was   room   for   political   debate  and
involvement.  Now  the  dramatist,  together with exponents of
other genre  is forced into silence or compromise. Once men of
theatre  emigrated  from  Syria  to  Egypt,  now  they  go  from
Egypt to other Arab countries. For the moment, the future of
Arab drama rests in  the other Arab people. To most of them,
drama is a comparatively  new art, but the results of a decade
or  so  in  Iraq,  Sy.ria  and  the  North  African states show great
promise.  If the historical  pattern of development continues, it
will  not be long before  theatre is again  a vital  force in Egypt.



c¥REFiNrd

RIYADH  AGREEMENT  RATIFIES  SYRIAN
INVASION

E]ias Sarkis was inaugurated  President of Lebanon on Septem-
ber 23, in Chtaura, a town situated within the Syrian.occupied
zone, in  the  presence of 67 of th  98 members of the chamber
of deputies. PLO  leader Yasser Arafat prodaimed a unilateral
ceasefire  to  expedite  a political solution to the civil  war that
the  progressives  hoped  would  remove  the Syrians.  But Sarkis
was  able  only  to  hold  a two.hour meeting with leftist leader
Kamal  Jumblatt  before renewed  fighting halted  further talks.
The seizure of hostages at Damascus' Semiramis Hotel by four
commandos of the previously  unheard-of "B]ack June" group
provided   the  pretext  for  a  new  Syrian  offensive  two  days
later in  the mountains north  of the Beirut.Damascus highway.
This   strategic   zone   controls  an  important  road  connecting.
Junieh   (the   rightists'   capital)   with   the   Beka'a   Valley  and
Damascus.  and  had  been  captured  by  the  leftist-Pa]estinian
alliance  in  their  spring  offensive.  A  rightist  assault  had  been
expected since  the  fall  of Tel  Za'atar on August 12. Syrian in-
fantry,  involved  for  the  first  time  in  full  force.  backed  by
tanks  and  heavy  artillery  and  with  the  assistance  of rightist
militia  and  the  Syrian  backed  "Lebanese  Vanguard Arab Ar-
my."  was  able  to  take  the  sector  in  two  days.  The  capture
was  followed  by  massacres  by  the  right  in  the  Dmze  towns
of  Salima  and  Arsoun.  As  the  offensive  ended  the  rightists
launched  an  attack on ALey, but denied Syrian support, they
were   beaten   back  with  heavy  tosses.   [Afr7.que-Asi.e   10/18]

A  relative  lull  in  fighting took effect as diplomatic man-
oeuvering   continued.   The   Syrians  insisted  on  a  Palestinian
withdrawal  to  the  camps  in  accordance  with  the  1969 Cairo
Agreeements  (see SWASJA, 3/19]  and  a change in  the Arafat
leadership; the Palestinians rejected any leadership changes and
insisted  upon  a  Syrian  troop  withdrawal  from  Lebanese  ter-
ritory as a precondition  to any Palestinian move to the camps.
Saudi  Arabia, as an apparent gesture  of disapproval  of Syrian
attempts  to  impese  a  military  solution  on  Lebanon, decided
on  October  3  to  withdraw  its  forces  from  the Golan, to en-
courage  Syrian  moves toward a negotiated settlement in  Leb.
anon  and an end to Assad's bitter dispute with Sadat over the
Sinai Accords.

An  indication  of  the  desperate  situation  of  the  leftist.
Pa]estinian  a]]iance  was Kamat Jumbtatt's visit to Paris in  the
company  of  Egyptian  Foreign  Minister  lsmail  Fahmi  and his
request  that  the  French  government  pressure  Syria and send
troops  into  Lebanon  to  relieve  the  situation.  In  the  spring
Jumb]att  had  rejected  a  similar offer  by the French govern-
ment.  He  explained  this  abrupt  about.face  none  too  deftly,
saying,  "A  French  presence  is  acceptable only  if it emanates
from a European will and not from the United States. We want
to reintroduce  France to the Levant to avoid being at the mer-
cy    of   the   superpowers."   [FBJS   10/13]    France   declined
to  intervene  on  behalf of  the  Palestinians  and  the left. Jum-
blatt  also  conferred with  French progressive leaders and later
proceeded   to   Algeria  and  Iraq  to  drum  up  more  support,
all  without  noticeable success. Jumbtatt praised  the aid given
by  Libya  and  e§pecially  Iraq, although he said  the latter was
"paralyzed" from ineffective action  "by  the threat of Iran. . .

If Baghdad were to intervene in Lebanon, the Shah would not
hesitate  to  .revive  the  flames  of [the Kurd's]  civil war in  the
north  of Iraq."  [Le Monde, in FBJS,10/13]  Algeria's passiv-
ity  he  attributed  to  its  preoccupation  with  Western  Sahara;
DFLP's  Nayef  Hawatmeh,  in  an  earlier Le  Monde  interview,
termed  Algerian silence  "inexcusable.  We cannot think of any
valid explanation  for it at a time  when  the Palestinian people
are  being  murdered  and  the  resistance  is  being  physically  liq-
uidated." (FBJS. 9/30]

Meanwhile in South Lebanon Israel redoubled its attempts
to  create  a cordon sa"I.fal.re  to prevent any  future  Palestinian
incursions.  Until  recently  the south  had. been the calmest area
in  Lebanon  as the  fighting had centered  further north. But ls-
rael's  much-publicized  "humanitarian"  aid  to  Maronites  liv-
ing  in  a  string  of  villages  along  the  border,  its arming of vil.
tagers  against  the  "terrorists."  and  its  transportation  of over
1800  rightist  fighters, some veterans of the siege of Tel  Za'a-
tar,  there  from Junieh via Haifa  [JvyT,10/8]  has increasingly
polarized  the  region.  Israel  has  provided  rightist  forces  with
uniforms, M-16s, and Sherman  tanks; has set up a radio com.
munications  network  between  Christian villages; and has pro-
vided  training  for  rightist fighters inside lsmel. Thus  pressure
was  being  put  on  the  Palestinian-progressive  alliance  from  a
new front.

On  October 6, the  third anniversary  of the  October War,
the National  Command  of the Syrian Baath Party issued a call
for the confederation of Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and the PLO.
The   Voice  of  Palestine  immediately  denounced  the  propo-
sat.  The  following  day,  as  the  usual  prelude  to attack, Syria
began  broadcasting  messages  from  Lebanese  officials in areas
as  yet  unoccupied  requesting  Syrian  intervention  to  restore"security." The  progressives' response was to call for a general

mobilization  in  the  mountains and impose virtual martial law.
restricting  civilian  movement  out  of  the  leftist¢ontrolled ar.
eas.  On  October  11, yet another cease fire  was worked out in
Chtaura,   but  on   the   same   day   "Black   June"  commandos
attacked  Syrian  missions  in  Rome  and  ls]amabad.  Pakistan.
Provided with yet another pretext for attack, on the 12th. the
Syrians launched an  offensive out of Jezzine westward toward
Sidon and toward Nabatiye in the south. They attacked Bham-
doun  and  A[ey, the last two leftist-held towns on  the Damas.
cus road, the next day.

An  Arab  summit  conference  on  Lebanon  scheduled  for
October  18  in  Cairo was postponed. Saudi Arabia, in its first
real  initiative  on  the  Lebanese  crisis,  called  for  a meeting in
Riyadh. The summit commenced on October 16. Syria calling
off  the battle  as it was closing in on  Aley  after taking Bham-
doun,  shelling  Sidon  from  the  mountains  a few miles above,
and  preparing  to  open  a  third  front  against  Tripoli.  The  Ri-
yadh  meeting  brought  together  Saudi  King  Khalid.  Kuwait
Sheikh  Sabah,  Yasser  Arafat,  President  Sarkis,  and,  for  the
first time in months, Egypt's Sadat and Syria's Assad.

The  agreement  announced  from  Riyadh  on  October  18
entailed certain concessions on  the part of Syria but it did not
require  withdrawal  of  its  troops  from  Lebanon,  which  had
been  a  key  demand of the leftists and Palestinians. The Arab
peacekeeping  force  in  Lebanon  was to be reactivated and in.
creased  from  2300  to  30,000, mainly by the addition of the
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Syrian  troops  already  there,  and  put  under  President Sarkis'
command. The PLO, on the other hand, managed to extricate
itself  from  a  precarious military situation. and the continued
leadership of Arafat was accepted by Assad. However, the PLO
did  agree  to  a  return  to  the  1969  Cairo  Agreement  (which
had  never  been  fully  carried  out  in the  past)  and  were given
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the  south, a limit  on  heavy  military  equipment in  the camps,
and a promise of non-intervention in Lebanese intema] affairs,
in  return  for  the  Arab  states'  agreement  not  to  interfere  in
Palestinian  internal  affairs.. The  Riyadh  conference  failed  to
deal  with  the disputes between  the right and left in Lebanon
which  had brought about  the conflict, only calling for a with.
drawal to the original April 13, 1975 battle lines.

The  Riyadh  agreement  will  obviously  be difficult to im.
plement.  and  it  is  doubtful  that  all  parties  to  the  Lebanese
conflict will accept it.  Rightist leaders Franjieh, Chamoun and
Gemayel  have  all  criticized  it  without  actually  rejecting  it.
Given  the  present  balance  of  forces,  the right, especially  the
more  extreme elements, may be  unwilling to accept anything
less  than  total  Palestinian  surrender.  A return to the  original
battle  lines,  as  the  agreement  provides,  would  negate  some
rightist victories. Bashir Gemayel, Phalangist militia comman-
der, has stated.  "We refuse anythi`ng  that  fakes us back to be.
fore  April  13.  1975,  because  that  means  all  the  destnlction
and  death  will  have  been  in vain." The right will  almost cer-
tainly  not  allow  an  armed Pale§tinian  presence  back into the
Tel  Za'atar,  Jisr al.Basha and  Dbayeh  camps captured earlier.
Furthermore,  the  rightists  have  so  far  been unwilling to  per-
mit  Arab  League  forces  into their territory, so  there remains
some  question  where  to post  the  30,000 member peacekeep-
ing force.

Leftist leader Kamal Jumblatt criticized the Riyadh agree.
ment  for  not  requiring  the withdrawal of Syrian troops. The
progressive  forces'  military  strength  would  be  greatly  dimin.
ished   if  the   Palestinians   were   to   withdraw   to  the  camps;
progressive  acceptance  of  the  Riyadh  agreement  is  also  un.
likely  because it  fails to provide for any of the left's reforms.

A  final  problem has been  that as the cease fire has held in
the  rest of the country  fierce  fighting continued in  the south
between   the   progressives   and   the   Israeli-backed   "army."
formed  by  the  right  to  drive  out  the  Palestinians.  The  pro-
gressives accused Israeli  troops of intervening and shelling left-
ist  positions.  Frogmen,  presumably  Israeli,  sunk  a  freighter
unloading arms at Tyre on October  23. The leftist-Palestinian
alliance  waned  it  would  remain  fighting  all over Lebanon if
the  rightist offensive in  the south continued. How siinatories
of the Riyadh accords would solve the problem of a Palestin-

As..a. Khalcd. Sad.t:
Wliy are tlil.se men  .mlllng?
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ian  return  to  southern  bases  now in  the hands of the Israeli.
backed   rightist   forces   remains   another  immense   problem.

Despite  all   these  obstacles  Arab  leaders  seemed  pleased
with  the agreement.  Saudi Arabia was able to reconcile Assad
and Sadat, a necessary first step in a US-sponsored Middle East
peace  plan. Only Iraq of all the Arab states refused to approve
the  Riyadh  agreement at the Cairo summit on the 24th. Even
Libya gave its nod  of approval, an  indication, some speculate,
of  a   pending  rapprochement   between   Qaddafi   and   Sadat.
The oil.rich  Gulf states are  backing the agreement to the hilt:
Saudi  Arabia,  Kuwait,  the  United  Arab  Emirates  and  Qatar
will  provide  65% of the $90 million six.month  budget of the
Arab   peacekeeping  force.  Sarkis  will  have  personal  control
over the budget and the  force, will  include troops from Syria,
Saudi  Arabia,  Yemen,  PDRY,  Sudan,  Libya  and  the  United
Arab     Emirates.     According    to    Arab    League    Secretary
General  Mchmoud  Riad,  PLO  units  were  "wi[]ing" to partic-
ipate  but  Sarkis  will  have  rinal  say  on whether to use  them.
Sadat said. he will provide Sarkis with all the arms he needs. in.
eluding tanks and missiles [CSM, 9/24] , and according to Bei-
rut's   leftist paper a/-Mzlhar7ier the US has offered to help reor.
ganize  the Lebanese army and reconstitute its internal security
forces.  [SWASJA, 9/17]  The Cairo summit also agreed to ere.
ate  a  reconstruction  fund  for  Lebanon,  for which Sarkis has
asked  $3  billion. The state department has expressed  US wit.
Iingness  to  play  a  major role  in reconstruction, and Congress
would  be  able  to  appropriate a quarter of the total finances,
estimated at between $300 and $500 million.

The  Riyadh  Agreement  and  the  Cairo summit signal  the
acquiescence  of  both   reactionary  and  avowedly  "socialist"
leaders to the Syrian military intervention and their agreement
to  support  Syria financially and militarily. The apparent pur-
pose  of the peacekeeping force is to ease reunification of the
country  under  Sarkis.  the  rebuilding  of  Lebanon's  state  and
military  apparatus  and  the  taming of `tecalcitrant" elements
from   both   sides.   The  reconstruction   funds  would   permit
Lebanon   to  rebuild   its  economic  infrastructure  and  regain
its status as compmdor emporium for the region. Some modest
refoms  might be  thrown  in  to placate Muslims and the pro-
gressives. The Palestinians would be moved back to the camps



where  they  would hopefully remain quiescent until a compre-
hensive  peace  settlement  is  reached.  The  overall  aim  of  the
Arab rulers does not differ much from that of the Syrians and
the   (rightist)  Christians,  who.  Israeli  Defence  Minister  Peres
proclaimed,  "are just like us. They would not like to see Leba-
non  turn into a PLO country, ruled by Soviet arms and mired
in terrorist [sic]  actions." [FBJS. 9/30]

These moves Should be seen in the larger context of recent
Soviet  calls  for  a  reconvening  of a Geneva peace conference.
the  US  presidential  elections,  and meetings in Paris in Septem-
ber   between   PLO   "moderate"  Said   Hammami   and   Israeli
"doves"  Arie     Eliav  and  Matti  Peled  of  the  Israeli  Council

for  Israeli.Palestinian  Peace.  [SWASJA.10/1]   Further  meet-
ings  took  place  over the October  16 weekend.  Secretary  Ki§.
singer expressed his satisfaction with the recent developments,
stating that his step.by-step diplomacy  in  the Middle  East has
"brought  us  to  a  point  where  comprehensive approaches are
the logieal next step. . . The decision before us now is not u]he-
ther   but   hou)   the   next   phase   of  negotiations  should  be
/azfncAed" for a settlement.   He also asserted that the "capaci.
ty  of  outside  countries  to  exacerbate  tensions  has  been  re-
duced."  [JrA  I)ai.ly  Jvews  Bzf//efin,   10/21;  emphasis  added)

Yet  despite  the  pleasure  seen  in  the  now  unified  ruling
circles  in  the  Arab world and  in  the West, there remain  enor-
mous practical  obstacles to  the  achievement of the agreement
worked out in  FLiyadh. It may be these obstacles that persuad-
ed  the  Palestinian-leftist alliance  to submit to it to buy much
needed   time.   A     PFLP  spokesperson  explained,  "We  want
to make use of a peaceful  period. We were under real military
pressure  and  we  need  time  to  rebuild."  [WP,10/29]  They
are  banking on  their ability  to persuade Sarkis to assert his in-
dependence   from   Syria   and   force   the   removal   of  Syrian
troops. They  may also be still  counting on some change from
within  Syria,  possibly  even  the fall  of Assad, to halt the  pre-
sent  trend of events. Arafat has, however. visited Assad in Da-
mascus  for the first time  in six months. The  meeting resulted
in  the beginning of the retwm  of a few Palestinians to the Ar-
qoub (south Lebanon.) It is doubtful that they will either have
the force or be permitted by Syria to engage in confrontation
with  Israel. Whatever happens. the days chead will not be eaey
for  the  Palestinian.progressive a]]iance.   The  pressure is temp-
orarily lifted, but could easily be reapplied.

ISRAELI  sETrLEMENT  pLANs  SPARK
RENEWED  PALESTINIAN  PROTESTS

Once again. Israeli  expansionist Schemes in  the  occupied West
Bank and Galilee area have sparked a series of strikes by muni-
cipal  workers and shopkeepers; spurred on student confronta-
tions with Israeli security forces; and caused a general upheaval
in   activity   by   Palestinians.  Two  events,  the  release  of  the
Koenig  Report  and  the  escalation  of  provocative  activity by
the right wing Gush  Emunim group. resulted in a renewed up-
surge of militancy from Nazareth to Hebron.

In  Nazaeth  the  release  of the  Koenig  Report  was  met
with  a call for the author's resignation from his post as admini.
strator of the Galilee area. On September 28, a two hour strike
of  municipal  workers  was  staged  to  call  domestic  and  inter-
national attention  to  the racist content of the Koenig Reporl.
Sympathy strikes in solidarity  with  the  Nazareth strike closed
Shops  in  Nab]us,  Tulkarim,  the  Gazra  Strip,  and  in  some  40
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cades  and  confronted  Israeli  forces  with  stones.  Meanwhile
Prime  Minister  Rabin  denied  that the Koenig Report was of.
ficial  Israeli  poliey  and  defended  Koenig's  right  as  a govern.
ment official  to state his own opinion. Nazareth's Mayor Taw.
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fiq  Zayyad,  on  a  speaking tour in  the  US, sharply  disagreed:
".  .  .  what  Koenig said is executed in rea)ity. He speaks of an

iron  fist  against  the Arab and  we have seen  this fist." At the
same time  Deputy  Mayor Jarjouran waned  the Israeli govern.
ment   that  if  Kcenig  was  not  removed  "there  may  be  hot
demonstrations"  and  a  geneml strike of a half million  Arabs.

In Hebron violence erupted between Arabs and Jews when
religious  artifacts  at  the  Cave  of Makhpelah  were  desecrated.
The shrine. veneraeed  by  both  Jews and Muslims,  became  the
focal  point  in  the  struggle  for  physical  control  of  the  Arab
town of Hebron. The right wing Gush Emunim movement led
by  Rabbi Moshe Levinger insists  that the occupied West Bank
belongs to Israel by divine right. Levinger and some two dozen
Gush  Emunim   settlers moved into the Hebron area right after
the  1967  war and estab]i§hed the settlement of Kiryat Arba in
defiance  of a government ban  on settlements in  the occupied
territories.  Since  that  time,  Levinger  and his supporters have
been  demanding permanent rights to settlement in Hebron and
have been claiming the right to total control of the Makhpelah
Cave.  Various  attempts  at  renovating  Jewish  buildings  aban-
doned  after  the  disturbances  of  1929  have  been  a source of
constant  indtation  for  the  Arab  community  of  Hebron.  For
the Gush  Emunim colonists, these renovations are but the first
steps.of an attempt to Judaize Hebron.

This   situation   reached   the   breaking  point  when,  after
months  of  continual  harrassment  of  the  Arab  community,
members  of  the  Gush  Emunim raided  the mosque Located  in
the   shrine,  desecrating   Korans.   This  event   provoked  a  re.
ta]iatory   occupation   of  the   cave   by  some  300  Palestinian
students  the  next  day,  the  eve  of  the  Day of Atonement.  A
number of Jewish artifacts were destroyed. The following day,
a  clash  between  Pa]estinians and security  forces at the shrine
resulted  in  the  wounding  of  55  Arabs and 60 arrests. Conse-
quently,  the Arab area was put under a military curfew from
October 4 to October 20.

On  October 6, the  third anniversary of the  October War,
an unprecedented state funeral, heavily guarded by  the Israeli
military  and  attended  by   2.3,000  Israelis,  was  held  for  the
damaged Torah scrolls and religious artifacts. A curfew was im-
posed  on  Hebron's  60,000  Arabs.  After  the  funeral,  Rabbi
Levinger  attempted  to  incite  the  crowd,  stating,  "Hebron  is
ours,  Nablus  is  ours,  Jerusalem  is  ours ....  We  should  look
above us  to the heavens and see that these cities are ours. . ."
Leaflets  were  distributed  which  advocated  the  relocation  of
the  Arab  population as the only  possible remedy  for the pre-
sent troubles of Palestine.

Throughout the West Bank, support for the Palestinians in
Hebron  was  instantancods-Students  in  Nablus walked out of
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action  was  the  same:   burning  tires  were  used  to  block  the
roads and  militant Arab youths confronted the authorities. In
Ramal]ah  and Jericho students staged sit-in den.`nstrations in
their   schools   to  protest  Israeli  occupation.  Shopkeepers  in
Nablus and Tulkarim closed their shops in a show of solidarity
with the people of Hebron.

Compared   with   the   Land   Day   protests   in  the  spring,
casualties  were  light.  In  Halhoul  near  Hebron. seven  children
were wounded when Israeli  civilians (probably Gush Emunim)
in  a  passing  car  machine-gunned  the village  market place.  At
Ba]ata  camp  three  young  Arabs  were  wounded  when  police
opened  fire  on  a  crowd.  Throughout  the  West  Bank  arrests
were  in  the  hundreds;  in Hebron  over  loo were arrested and
scores face prosecution.

For  the  Gush  Emunim the  penalties were less severe.  No
curfew was imposed on the Jewish community. While the Arab
res)dents  ot.  tlebron  were  exclude.d  from  worshipping  at  the
shrine, Jews were allowed  to observe Yom Kippur there. Only
three Jews were arrested and Rabbi Levinger was charged only



with  violating military  orders to stay  out of Hebron. The gov-
emment's   punishment  of  the  Kiryat  Arba  community  am-
mounted  to nothing more than a slap on the wrist. This is due.
in  part,  to  the  Rabin  govemment's  unwillingness  to  alienate
the   National   Religious  Party.  which  comprises  part  of  the
present  coalition  government. The NRP has been  a solid sup-
porter of the Gush Emunim.

The Gush  Emunim and  the Hebron incident have become
hot  political  issues in  the contest between  Rabin and Defence
Minister  Shimon  Peres  for  control  of the  Labor Party.  Peres.
who  hopes  to  take  over  leadership of the  mling Labor Party
and  to  eventually  replace Rabin as prime minister. has found
himself under attack  for his handling of the affair. Peres, who
is  in  charge  of the administration of the  occupied  territories,
has  been  accused  by  Rabin  of  "softness"  toward  extremists
on both sides, which according to the prime minister has led to
the present crisis.

Both  Rabin,  who  has  called  the  Gush  Emunim  "danger-
ous," and  Peres, who accused the Kiryat Arba settlers of "out-
right provocation," seek  to lay  the blame on re]igiou§ extrem-
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imperatives  in   the  occupied  territories  and  Palestinian  resis-
tance  to  such  moves.  Seeking  to  exploit  the  religious  signif-
icance of the incident at the shrine. the Israeli government has
been  trying to direct  public attention away  from  the  primary
cause  of  the  strife-Israeli  colonization  of the occupied  terri-
tories.   The   Israeli   government,   in   the   meantime,   pursues
expansionist  policies:  Efrat,  a  new  settlement,  is  so.on  to be
built  in  the  Hebron region, while the World  Zionist Congress
intends to submit  plans for 55 new settlements (27 within the
occupied  territories)  in  Israel,  the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Sources..   Christian   Science   Monitor  October   7,   J3,   J976,.
Foreign   Broadcast   Information   Service   September  28,   29,
J976..  Israleft  October 20,  J976,.  Jewish  Telegraphic Agency
October 5, 6,13,15, 22, 30.1976; New YorkTines October
7.1976.

SHAH  OF  IRAN  ADMITS  TO  POLICE
OPERATIONS  IN  US

Members  of the Iranian  secret  police are in  the  United States
"checking up on anybody who becomes afriliated with circles,
or  organizations  hostile  to  my  country,"  the  Shah  of  Iran,
Mohammed  Fteza  Pahlavi,  admitted  in  an  interview  aired  on
the CBS news program "60 Minutes," October 24.

SAVAK  "checking up" activities in  the US, Iranians here
told LNS, include photographic surveillance of Iranians attend-
ing  political   meetings  as  occurred  recently  in  Austin,  Texas
and San Jose, Califori`ia, and even murder.

This   past  summer,   SAVAK   "hit   Squads"  entered   the
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University  of Pittsburgh  professor and author of several books
on Iran.

Cottam says that a State Department source told him that
SAVAK  agent`s planned  to  work  with  organized  crime  figures
to  arrange  assassinations  of  outspoken  Iranians  here, making
the  deaths  appear  to  be  a  result  of ordinary  street violence.

The  main  target  of  SAVAK  surveillance  is  the  Iranian
student   population  in   the  US.  numbering  over  25,000.  The
Iranian  Student  Association  has  chapters in  most cot]eges at.
tended  by  Iranian students, and has been vocal in its denuncia-
tion of the Shah's repressive policies.
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When  asked  by  CBS  if  his  agents operate within  the US
with  the  "knowledge and consent of the US government," the
Shah answered, "I  think it is." adding that he wanted SAVAK
agents,  "I  hope everywhere (in the  world)  to gather these in-
fomations."

In  the  CBS  interview,  the  Shah claimed  no torture took
place  in Iranian jails. or at least not  "torture in  the old sense
of  torturing  people-twisting  their  ans  and  doing  this  and
that.  But  there  are intelligent ways of questioning now," the
Shah qualified.

Virtually  every  international  body  that  has  investigated
charges of widespread torture of political dissidents in lranin-
cluding the  United  Nations Panel  on Human Rights, the Inter-
national  Commission  of Jurists,  and Amnesty lntemational-
dispute  the Shah's claim to modemity  in the  tools of Iranian
repression.

Sowroe.. Liberation News Service. October 27, j976

Editor's note:  since this article was written it has been reveal-
ed  that  Henry  Kissinger has ordered an inquiry into the  acti-
vities of the SAVAK in  the  United  States as pert of the wider
inquiry  into  activities  of  foreign  intelligence  services  in  the
United States.
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Immanuel   Wauerstein   The   Modern   Woridsystem..
Capitalist    Agriculture    and     the   _Origins_    9£    the
European  World-Economy  in  the Sixteenth qeptury
(New  York  and  London:  Academic Press,  1974.  xiv
+ 410pp.  Index and bibliography. S16.50. Paperback,
1976. xvifi + 244pp. $4.95.   (Citations   to  the  book  will
be  parenthetical  in  the  text.  The  first  citation  refers  to  the
hardcover, the second to the paperback.)

Western  scholars  in  the field of social change and development
have,  for  the  most  part, managed  to avoid  the central insicht
of  dependency  theory:  that  development  and  underdevelop-
ment are dialectically related aspects of one process-the devel.
opment  of capitalism. Thus. sociolotist  Charles Tilly, in  a  re-
cent review of the field, encountered

imprcssivcly little discussion of the way the structure of world
niarkets, the operation of economic imperialism, and the
characteristics of the international state system affect the
patterns of political change within countries in different parts
of the world.*

These   topics  are  central  to  lmmanuel  Wallerstein.s  "odcm
War/dJJjJs/cm,  a major contribution  to  the study  of capitalist
development.  Wallerstein,  a  sociolotlst  and  expert  on  Africa,
portrays  capitalism  as  a  world-system  which  emerged  in  the
sixteenth  centiiry.  Publication  of the paperback edition (with.
out  footnotes,  regrettably)  should  ensure  the  book  the  wide
readership it  deserves.

That  readership  should  include  those  interested  in  social
and   political   transfoniiations   in   the   contemporary   Middle
East. Those  processes  are  inextricably  tied to developments in
the  capitalist  world order. The present  functioning and contra-
dictory  tendencies  of world capitalism can only be understood
in   the   context   of  the  iiistorical   development  of  capitalism.
This  point  is  one  that  Marxists,  in  particular.  should  realize.
rot.  as  PEe[re  Vl\ar  pu`s  lt..  "to  (liil.k  every(hiiig liistt)ricolly,
that is Marxism."t

[[Timanucl  Wallcrstein  is  making  a  signiricant  attempt  to
`think  capitalism  liistorically..  The  present  book is a first step,

with  three  volumes  to  follow.  Behind  this  effort  lies Waller-
stein.s conviction that

we are facing the need to rctl`ink and rcstatc the conceptual
frameworks wc have inhcritcd  from  the  l9th century in order
to understand and contribute meaningfuuy to the long world-
systemic transition  to socialism  which  has begun and in which
wc are living.+

*Charles  Tllly ed. Trie  Formation a.  National  State. in Western  Eilrope.
(Prlncoton:  Prlnceton  Unlverslty  Press.1975)  p.  620.
t"Marxist   History;   A   Hlstory   ln   the   Mal<lng''  New   Lelt   Rcvlew.  80
(1973)  p.105.  Emphasls  ln  orlglnal
+I.Amerlcan   Slavery   ancl   the   Capltallst   World   Economy"   American
Journal  ot  Soclology  (1976)  p.1200.  Thls  ls  one  of  a  series ot artlcles
ln   whlcli   Wall®rsteln   has  ampllfl®d   and   developed   nls  posltlon.   I   wlll
draw on  sev®ral  of tt`os®.
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These  are  the  terms  on  which  his  project  should  be judged.  I
will  argue  that,  despite  the  impressive nature of his work, sub.
stantial  flaws render his analysis suspect and vitiate its fruitful.
ness for the task he has set himself.

Wallerstein   identifies  the   unit   of  analysis  as  the  crucial
methodoloacal     problem    in    analyzing    capitalism.    Some
scholars studying non-Western  societies  focus  on  units such as
tribes, while  national  societies  have  been  the  primary  units of
analysis  for many  others.  For Wallerstein, social change means
large-scale structural change which can only occur in social sys-
tems:

Wc take the defining characteristic of a social system to bc the
existence within it of a division of labor, such that  the various
sectors or areas within it are dependent upon economic exchange
witli others for the smooth and continuous provisioning of the
needs of the area. Such economic exchange can clearly exist
without a common political structiire and even more obviously
without sharing the same culture.*

Two  types  of social  systems  have  existed.  First  are  mini-
systems,  "an  entity  that  has  within  it  a  complete  division  of
labor   and   a   single   cultural   framework."i   Since   these   no
longer exist,  the second type, ihe world.system, is the only ex-
tant  type  of social  system.  A  world.system  need  not  encom-
pass  the  world, rather it is a single division of labor with multi-
ple  cultural  systems.  There  are  two  types  of world.system.  A
world€mpire with one political authority, or a world€conomy
with more than one political entity.

Here  we  reach  a  crucial  point  in  Wallcrstein's  argument.
There   were   world€conomies   before   the   sixteenth   centiiry
(Braudel.s  `long' sixteenth  century-1450-1640),  but  these  al-
ways  lapsed   into   woTld€mpires.   The   inordinate  expense  of
maintaining   the   political   striicture   of   a   world€mpire   sets
definite  limits  to   the  economic   growth   possible  in  such  an
entity.   In  the  sixteenth  century,  however,  a  world€conomy
emerged  which  was  based  on  the  capitalist  mode  of produc-
tion.  The  distinctive  nature  of  the  capitalist  world€conomy
lay in  the circumstance  that

economic decisions are oriented primarily to the arena ol` tl`c
world{conomy, while political decisions are oriented primarily
to the smaller structures that have legal control, the states.
(p.  67)  (p. 51)

This  was  also  the  key  to  the  strength  of the  emerging world-
economy.  The  states  do not  incur  the  huge  losses  and strains
that  accompany    the  administration  of  a  world{mpire.  Fur.
tliermore,   the   states   can   compete   against   each   other   in
securing  comparative   advantages   within  the  single  e.conomic
framework.

The   Portuguese  voyages   East   and   the  conquest  of  the
Americas led  to  the expansion of the world in question, which
*"The   Ris.,  and   Future  Domlse  of  the Worlcl  Capltalist  System:  Con-
cepts  for  Comparatlve  Analysls"  Comparatlve  Studies  ln   Socl.ty  and
HIstory.  16 (ig74}  p. 39o  t
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Wallerstein identifies  as  the  first of three crucial developments
in  the sixteenth century. The other two were the development
of variegated  methods of labor control  for different  products
and  different  zones of the world-economy, and the creation of
relatively  strong state  machineries  in  core  states of the world.
economy. These  were  the  basis for the two key institutions of
the  emerang  capitalist  world€conomy:   I)  a  "world"  wide
division  of labor, and  2)  bureaucratic  state machineries in cer-
lain areas. (p.63) (p. 47)

The  emertlng  international   division  of labor  is  a  three-
tiered  system.  The  three  zones-the  core,  the semiperiphery,
and  periphery-"were  assigned specific economic roles, devel-
oped  different  class  structures,  used  consequently  different
modes of labor control. and profited unequally from the work-
ings  of  the  system."  (p.162)  (p.Ill)  Since  the  productive
tasks  for each  zone  were  different, the  methods of labor con.
trol  varied  accordintly.  Productive  activity  refers here primar.
ily  to agriculture.  "[T]he trend in the core was fowrd variety
and specialization. while the trend in the periphery was toward
monoculture."  (p.  ]02)  (p.  73) (Emphasis in  the  original)  In
the core, wage-labor and self-employment predominated, while
slavery  and  the  "second  serfdom" held  sway in the periphery.
Slavery  was, of course,  the  mode  of labor control  used  in the
Americas. The  "second serfdom" refers to Eastern Europe and
is  sinrilar  to  the  cncowzi.c«dr system used in Hispanic America.

Thus, in the geo{conomicauy peripheral areas of the emerging
world{conomy, there were two primary activities:  mines,
principauy for bunion: and agriculture. principauy  for certain
foods. ]n the sixteenth centul.y. Hispanic America provided
the fomer whne eastern Europe...the latter .... The surplus went
overall disproportionately to supply the needs of the popula-
tion of the core areas. (p.loo) (p. 72)

Between  the  core  and  periphery  was  the  semiperiphery.
For Wallerstein  this  zone  is  akin  to  the  middle man or middle
class in  a  capitalist  economy.  "On  a  number  of econonric cri-
teria   (but  not   all).  the  semiperiphery  represents  a  midway
point on  a continuum running from the core to the periphery:.
(pp.  102-3)  (p.  74) While  the  "periphery  (eastern  Europe and
Hispanic   America)   used   forced   labor   (slavery  and  coerced
cash{rop labor)" and the core increasintly used free labor, the
•.semiperiphery  (former  core  areas turning in  the  direction  of

peripheral   structures)   developed  an  inbetween   form,  share-
cropping."  (p.   103) (p.  74)  Politically  the  semiperiphery  acts
as a buffer between the other two zones.

The  strength  of state  structures  also  runs in  a continuum
from core to periphery.

[n the sixtee.nth centu(y, some morLarchs achieved great
strength by means of venal bureaucracies. mercenary armies.
the divine right of kings, and religious uniforTnity .... Others
failed. This is closely related .... to the role of the area in the
division of labor within the world<conomy. The different roles
led to different class structures which led to different politics.
(p.157)  (p.108)

Wallerstein  develops his argument with a staggering wealth
of historical  detail. In three chapters he deals successively with
the  semiperiphery,  core  and  periphery, showing the concrete
processes leading to the emergence  of the world{conomy and
the specific form it took.  1556 was the tuning point in the de-
velopment   of  capitalism.   In   that   year  the  attempt  of  the
Spanish  Hapsburg  empire  to  create  a world€mpire  failed de.
cisively.  Antwerp.  the  trading  center  of the  Hapsburgs,  fell
several  years  later, and  the  years  1557  to  1640 mark  the  rise
of northwestern  Europe, with  Amsterdam  its commercial cen-

ter, as  the core of the world{conomy. These years were mark-
ed  by  internal   reorganization  and  external  maneuverings  of
European  states  to  improve  their  position  in  the  world€co-
nomy.  Spain  and  Northern  Italy  move  from  the  core  to the
semi-periphery.

We  have  said  that  the  division  of labor  is  three-tiered.  In
fact,  there  is  fourth  area  which  figures importantly  in  Waller-
steins.s  analysis,  but   which  is  outside   the   European  world-
economy itself. This is the external arena. While

the periphery of a world{conomy is that geographical sector
of it wherein production is primarily of lower-ranking goods
...but which is an integral part of the overau system of division
of labor, because the commodities involved ale essential for
daily use .... the external arena of a world€conomy...consists
of those otlier worldi5ystems with which a given world<conomy
has some kind or trade relationship. based primarily on the
exchange of preciosities ....  (pp.  301-2) (pp.  I 99-200)

I will return to these distinctions below.
Wallerstein   sees   the   different   zones   and   the   differing

methods of labor control, productive tasks, and class and state
structures   as   the   basis  for  the  emergence  of  the  capitalist
world€conomy.  These  phenomena  assured  "the  kind  of flow
of surplus  which  enabled  the  capitalist  system  to  come  into
existence." (p. 87) (p. 66)

Expansion also involves unequal development and therefore
differential rewards, and unequal development in a multi-
layered format of hayeTs within layers, each one polarized in
tens of a bimodal distribution of rewards. Thus. concretely,
in the sixteenth century, there was the differential of core of
the European world{conomy versus its peripheral areas, within
the European core between states, within states between retions
and strata. within redons between city and country, and ul-
timately within more local units. (p. 86) (p. 64)

Furthermore. this
system of multiple layers of social status and social reward
is roughly correlated with a complex system of distnl)ution
of productive tasks: crudely, tliose who breed manpower sus-
tarn those wlio grow food who sustain those who grow other
raw materials who sustain tliose involved in industrial produc,
tion. (p. 86) (p. 65)

\VIiile  a  summary  cannot  convey  the  righly  detalled  sub-
tlety  of  the  "tjdem   WoiJdiJ)Js/ct#  perhaps  it  is  enough  to
make  the  basic  arguments clear. Wallerstein  has  thrown  much
light  on  the  processes  of unequal exchange and  development
that  provided much of the resources for the primitive accumu.
Iation of capital. Whether he has succeeded in other tasks, such
as  demonstrating the continiiity of the capitalist mode of pro-
duction   from   the   sixteenth   century   is   another   question.

Wallerstein  fails to establish  many  of his  basic points. His
weaknesses  derive   from  his  theoretical   framework.  There  is
much  to  be  learned  from  the  book,  but  it  falls  short of ex-
plaining  social  change.  Ellen  Kay  Trimberger  points  out  that"all  of Wallerstein's explanations of social change...are ad hoc,

nonanalytic,  and  often  contradictory,  or  else  they  are  func-
tional explanations."

This   major   weakness   stems   from   the   conceptual   and
theoretical  frameworks that Wallerstein  uses. The concepts of
core, periphery, and semiperiphery; the world-system as social
system  and  unit  of analysis; and  what  Wauerstein chooses  to
call a capitalist mode of production coexist uneasily and rather
sloppily  within  the  book. Taking each set  of elements in turn
enables one to grasp the problems in his approach.
*..Rovlow   Essay:   Developm®nt   as   Hlstory."  Studl..   In   Compar.tlve
lnt.rnatlonal  Development. no.10  (1975). D.126.
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Wallerstein's  capitalist   world-system  is  not  fortuitously
three-tiered, but  must  be so. As noted  above, the existence of
middle  strata  provides  a  buffer  between  core  and periphery.
Moreover,

these tliree tiers can be located repetitively throughout all the
institutions of the capitaust world{conomy..Wand the class
struggle centers poutically around the attempt of the dominant
c)asses to create and sustain a third tier. against the attempt
of tlie oppressed classes to polarize both the reality and the
perception of the reahity.*

The  concept  of semiperiphery  enables  one  to  deal  with  the
phenomenon  of sub-imperialism  and is clearly important. Not-
withstanding  Wallerstein's   denial   of  the  point,  however,  it
seems  to be  a residual category. No  rigorous definition of it is
given.

Periphery  and  external  arena are both  defined clearly by
Wallerstein  and  yet here  too  problems  arise. Most basic is that
Wallerstein does not  discuss the social  formations of the peri-
phery. Class fomation  in the colonized areas is not dealt with
in  a systematic  manner. Wallerstein could not  be expected  to
do everything in  one book, but  this problem  can  not  even  be
dealt  with within his problematic. There is also some difficulty
with  the specification  of particular areas as periphery or exter-
nal  arena. Africa in  the period  of this volume is considered an
external arena to  the  capitalist world€conomy. This is impor-
tant,  because  taking  slaves  from  an  area  within  the  system
would   have   serious  political   repercussions.  Were  not  slaves
necessities   for  the  world-system?  Could  it  have   functioned
without them?  The  point is minor, but it is an example of the
general looseness of Wallerstein's formulations. Ch balance, his
use  of  the core, periphery, semiperiphery, and external  arena
concepts is a  useful  contribution.  Questions  arise, however, in
regard to the totality of which they are parts.

Each area performs functions which help niaintain the sys-
tem  as  a  whole.  As  Trimberger  points  oLit, the  social  system
model  used is an  equilibrium  type so beloved by functionalist
sociolotists.  The  very  use  of the concept  of social  system in-
troduces  basic  weaknesses. Where,  for instance, do contradic-
tions come in?  ln a system model they do not. This gets at the
root of Wallerstein's inability to explain social change systema-
tically  and  analytically.   In   Cordon  Welty's  apt  phrase,  the
world.system  model  remains at  "the surface phenomenal level
of discussion."t

To get below the surface, one must consider
Marx.s theoretical object, his central concept and coherent
wliole .... the mode of production .... +

Wallerstein's  use  of this concept is completely lacking in rigor
and it is, in  fact, impossible  to specify exactly what he means
by  it.  `The capitalist world-system  dating from  the sixteenth
century  was a world€conomy  whose mode of production was
capi.f¢/i.sf ."* We get  some  idea of the  boundaries  and dimen-
sions  of the  mode  of production  for  Wallerstein  throuch his
discussion  of the  "second  serfdom"  in  Eastern  Europe. This
was  not  a  reconstitution  of the  feudal  mode  of production,
but a  "»cw form  of social  organization  [for]  it is »o/ the case
that  two  forms  of social  organization,  capitalist  and  feudal,
existed  side  by  side,  or  could  ever  so  exist." (p. 92) (p. 69)
(Emphasis  in  orianal)  Aside  from  the  dogmatic character of
*..Class.Formation   ln   the   Capltallst   World    Economy...   Polltlcs   .nd
Socl.ty. no. 5  (1975). pp. 368-9.
t`.A  note  on  the  World-System  and  Income  lnequallty."  Mlmeo..p.  1.
+VIIar. '`Marxlst  Hlstory." p. 76.
**Wall®rst®ln,  ..Am®rlcan  Slavory  an-d  trle  Capltallst  World-Economy."
p.1212.
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the  assertion, it  represents a crude understanding of mode of
production.

Far from  understanding that  any social fomiation is char-
acterized  by  the  articulation  of heterogenous  modes  of  pro.
duction  with  one  dominant  mode,  Wallerstein  tries  to estab-
lish   a   world-systemic  mode  of  production  which  subordin.
ates all other modes so that there is only capitalism. This mode
is    essentially    based    on    international   exchange   relations..
Gunder  Frank's  earliest  and  least  developed  formulations are
at  the basis of this view. This is  unfortunate given the current
renaissance  in  Marxist social  science.  Rather  than  dealing seri.
ously  with  the  complex  nature  of modes  of production and
social  formations, and the crucial questions which arise in rela.
tion  to  them, Wallerstein  is  content  to  use his concepts in  a
rather  loose  manner.  He  is  aware  that  his  work  represents a
decided  shift  from  orthodox Marxist  analyses. The  shift in it-
self is  of little  consequence.  If by breaking away  from more
traditional   perspectives   Wanerstein   can   make   a  real   break.
throuch, only dogmatists can object.

This  is not  what  he  has  done. While his use of an interna-
tional  perspective  is valuable  his essentially economist empha-
sis  on  exchange  relations,  his  over  reliance  on  the  economic
history  which  leads  him  into  a  crude  economic determinism
that  the  best  Marxist  social  science  has  left  behind,  and  the
sloppy  conceptualization  that  mars  his  work  all  combine  to
severely  undermine  his contribution, and taken together, com-
pel  a  healthy  scepticism in regard to his theoretical framework
and specific historical judgements.

These  c4vco/s are  not  academic.  Crucial  issues  simply can
not  be  addressed  within  Wallerstein.s  problematic. The  ques-
tion   of  periodization   and   the  chandng  forms  of  capitalist
penetration  of non{apitalist  scoial  formations are such issues.
For  instance, Wallerstein  regards  the  distinction  between mer-
can.tile    and    industrial   capitalism   as   `funfortunate   temin-
ology."   Yet   this   distinction   "precisely   allows  a  grasp  of
periodization,   structural    contradictions   and    crisis    in   the
process  of  original  accumulation.''t   ln   order  to  understand
why  and  how  capitalism   itself  changes  historically,  and  the
corresponding  differences  this  produces  in class  fomation  in
the penetrated social formations. one must come to terms with
and  not evade  key  distinctions. Any comprehension  of politi-
cal  possibilities in  the  world  today  must build on  this type of
analysis.

In  terms of wallerstein's basic historical argument that the
capitalist   worldsystem   emerged   in   the   sixteenth   century,
Stemberg's position seems reasonable.

[t could be agreed that mercanthe capitalists helped shape the
development of the Third World countries from rlfst contact.
The existence and importance of mercantile capitalists. however.
do not imply that the capitalist mode of production...had gained
predominance.+

Notwithstanding  the  criticism  made  here  of Wallerstein,
we  still  owe  him  much.  His insistence  on  a  unified historical
social  science  is  compelling.  Moreover, whatever the  eventual
evaluation  of  this  particular  contribution,  he  has  initiated  a
fruitful and positive line of work. The next volume of his work
is an event worth waiting for.

-Wolter Carroll

*Wall®rstoln. I.Rlso and  Domlse.'. p.  399
tJohn  Merrlngton.  ``Town  and  Country  ln  the  Transltlon  to  Capltal-
lsm." New L.ft  Ftevlew. no. 93  (1975). p. 85
+Marvln   Sternborg,   "Dopendoncy.   Imperlallsm   and   the   Relatlons  of
Productlon."  lJtln Amerlc.n PerSpectlves, no. I  (1974). p. 78
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